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CHANCELLOR.
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SECRETARY.
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REV. H. M. CALMER, S. J.,
REV. A. M. EFFINGER; S. J.
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CLASSICAL COURSE.
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.
REV. FRANCIS P. NUSSBAUM, S.].,
PROFHSSOR OF PHILOSOPHY.
REV. W. BANKS ROGERS, S.].,
LECTURER ON EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
H.EV. JOSEPH F. PRINCE, S. J.,
PROFESSOR OF THE CALCULUS AND ASTRONOMY.
REV. AUGUSTINE M. EFFINGER, S.].,
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS.
REv.I-IENRY M. CALMER, S. J.,
PROFESSOR OF RHETORIC.
REV. THEODORE A. SEBASTIANI, S. J.,
PROFESSOR OF POETRY.
MR. JAMES T. FINN, S. J.,
PROFESSO R OF HUMANITIES.
Professors of Accessory Bra1zc1les.
ELOCUTION.
MR. CHARLES J. KOEHLER, A. M.,
MR. JAMES T. FINN, S. J.
PHYSICS.
REV. JOSEPH F. PRINCE, S. J.
CHEMISTRY.
MR. JOHN H. LINNEMANN, A. M.
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REV. FRANCIS J. BERBER[CH, S. J.,
MR. A. JOSEPH GARVY, S. J.,
PROFESSORS OF FIRST ACADEMIC.
MR. WILLIAM J. HARRINGTON, S. J.,
MR. JAMES J. SMILEY, A. B.,
PROFESSORS OF SECOND ACADEMIC.
REV. MICHAEL A. OWENS, S. j.,
MR. I-JERMAN A. DETERS, S. J.,
MR. JOHN McGUIRE, S. j.,
PROFESSORS OF THIRD ACADEMIC.
Professors of Accessory Brrl1lclles.
PENMANSHIP.
MR. FELIX A. BOYER, A. M.
BOOK-KEEPING.
MIL JAMES T. FINN, S. J.
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COMMERCIAL COURSE.
REV. FRANCIS J. BERBERICH, S. J.,
MR. JAMES T. FINN, S. ].,
MR. A.JOSEPH GARVY, S.].,
INSTRUCTORS IN CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
MR. FELIX A. BOYER, M. A.,
PROFESSOR OF COMMERCIAL LAW, BOOK· KEEPING ANI>
ARITHMETIC.
MR. GEORGE H. SPELLMIRE, A. B.,
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH BRANCHES.
MR. THOMAS A. FLYNN, A. E.,
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH BRANCHES AND ARITHMETIC.
Professors of Accessory Branc!tes.
ELOCUTION.
MR. GEORGE H. SPELLMIRE, A. B.,
MR. THOMAS A. FLYNN, A. B.
PENMANSHIP.
MR. GEORGE H. SPELLMIRE, A. B.
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PI?EPARATORr CLASS.
REV. LEOPOLD BUSHAR.T, S.].,
INSTRUCTOR IN CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
MR. JESSE R. R.lTTER, A. B.,
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH BRANCHES AND ARITHMETIC.
P.RECEPTOI?S Il\l SPECIAL STUDlb"'S.
GERMAN.
R.EV. AUGUSTINE M. EFFINGER, S. J.,
MR. FELIX A. BOxTER, M. A.,
REV. FRANCIS J. BERBERICH, S. J.,
MR. HERMAN A. DETERS, S. J.
FRENCH.
REV. LEOPOLD BUSHAR'r, S. J.
VOCAL MUSIC.
REV. JOSEPH F. PRINCE, S. J.,
MR. ANDREW BOEX.
INSTRUCTOR IN GYMNASIUM.
MR. VICTOR E. HELLEBERG, A. E., LL. B.
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THIS INSTITUTION, known at present ~s ST. XAVIER COL-
LEGE, was established October 17, 183 r, by the Rt. Rev. E. D.
Fenwick, D. D., first Bishop of Cincinnati, under the name of the
"AthenaJum." In th:e year 11:)40, it was transferred, by the Most
Rev. Archbishop, J. B. Purcell, D. D., to the Fathers of the
Society of Jesus, who have conducted it ever since under the title
first m~ntioned.It was ,incorporated by the General Assembly
of the State in 1842. In r869 an act was passed which secures
to the Institution a p~rpetual charter and all the priviieges .usually
granted to universities.
The course of study embraces the Doctrine and Evjdences of
the Catholic Religion, Logic, Metaphysics, Ethics, Astronomy,
Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Mathematics, Rhetoric, Com-
position, Elocution, History, Geography, Arithmetic, Penmanship,
Book-keeping, Actual B1.,lsiness, Commercial Law, the Latin;
Greek, English, German and French languages. The' college is
provided with suitable Chemical and Philosophical Apparatus,
and possesses a valuable :rvluseum, containing a large collection of
Mineralogical, and Geological specimens. The library numbers'
about 16,000 volumes.
There are also select Iibraries for the use of the studen ts.
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The extensive additions made during the past year, at the
cost of $100000, afford facilities never before enjoyed by the col-
lege. Among the advantages obtained are light and airy c~ass­
rooms, science rooms to be fitted with the latest improved devices,
a splendid Memorial Hall: a thoroughly equipped gymnasium, a .
chapel of marked architectural be~uty and capable of seating six
hundred students.
Thanks are returned to those among our Alumni and other
friends of the college, who contributed material aid toward the
erection Of Memorial Hall.
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The Academic Year consists of one session, beginning on the
first Monday of September, and ending in the last week of June,
when the Annual Commencement, the Conferring of Degrees and
the Distribution of Premiums take place.
The session is divided into two te1-ms-the first ending on the
first of February and the second in the last week of June. A
thorough examination of all the classes is made at the close of
each term. There are three competitions during the course of the
year-the first in October, the second in December and the third
toward the end of April. Tile first and second competitions, as
also the examination at the end of the first term, are followed by
distribution of Premiums. The places or degrees of merit ob-
tained by the students in the different classes are publicly pro-
claimed, and honors are awarded to such as have been most
distinguished for good conduct, diligence and proficiency.
On completion of the Classical Course, the degree of A. B. is
conferred upon those who, on examination, are found deserving
of that distinction. Subsequently the degree of A. M. can be ob-
tained by devoting a second year to the study of Philosophy in
the Institution, or two years to a learned profession. Students of
the Commercial Course receive an honorary certificate on com·
pletion of the course.
Every candidate for admission who is not personally ac-
quainted with some member of the Faculty, must produce proper
testimonials of a good moral character. If he comes from an·
other College, he will be required to present a certificate of good
standing in the institution which he has left.
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Quarterly reports are sent to the parents or guardians of the
students, to inform them of the conduct and improvement of their
sons or wards.
Punctual attendance is earnestly recommended. Parents are
regularly informed of th'e non-attendance of their sons, who, in
case of absence, are invariable required to bring a note oC excuse
to the Vice-President. In order that the lessons may be prepared
with proper assiduity, parents are req nested to insist on their sons
studying at home for two or three hours every evening. When
students are to he withdrawn from the institution, due notice
should be given to the President.
The College is open every morning at half-past seven o'clock.
Those who come before the time of class proceed at once to the
Study Hall, and devote the interval to private study. All are
required to be present five minutes before half-past eight o'clock,
at which hour the Catholic students hear Mass. At nine o'clock
A. M. the regular exercises of class commence, closing at three
0' clock P. M.
N one are received as boarders in the College.
For the maintenance of order and discipline, strict obedience,
assiduous application, and blameless Gonduct are req uired of every
student. Any serious fault regarding these essential points renders
the offender liable to effective correction, and even to dismissal, if
it be deemed necessary by the Faculty.
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SINGLE SESSION.
The Study Hall is open for students at 7:30 A. M. At 3:30 all
, the Catholic students heal' Mass. Classes begin at 9 o'clock, and,
wi"th an intermission of fifteen minutes, go on till noon. Half an hour
is then allowed for lunch. Classes are resumed at 12:30 P. M., and,
with an intermission of ten minuteSt go on till 3:00.
As the Institution is not endowed, it is entirely dependent for
its support on the fees paid for tuition.
Tuition, per session of ten months, for all classes, $60.00.
Students of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy, for the use of
the apparatus, pay $10.00 per session.
Diplomas for Graduates in the Classical Course, $5.00.
Certificates for the completion of the Commercial Courset
$5.00.
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-annually in advance.
The accQunt for tuition dates from the day of the student's entrance.
No deduction is allowed for absence, save in case of dismissal or
protracted illness. The session is divided into quarters, beginning
respectively about the 1st of September, the 15th of November,
th~ 1st of February, and the 15th of April.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
The President and Faculty wish to express their grateful
acknowledgment for the following donations to the Chapel,
Museum and :Library during the past year:
CIIAPEL.
A FRUND.-Rich carpet for the sanctuary.
A FRIEND.-Sanctuary lamp, vestments and chairs.
MESSRS. BENZIGER BROS.-A gong.
MR. GEORGE FIRNSTEIN, of F. Pustet & Co.-Fine vestment.
MUSEUM.
MR. LAWRENCE N. POLAN D.-Model of an Electric Motor.
MR. ANDREW J. BOEX.-Copper Coins of the Congo Free State.
LIBRARY.
U. S. GOVERNMENT.-Census Reports, Commercial Relations, 1887,
1888 and 1889.
HON. W. T. MORRIS, Commissioner of Education, Washington.-
Valuable publications on Educational Interests.
DR. J. C. McMECHAN.-Complete works of Most Rev. John Hughes,
D. D., 2 vols., Mosheim's Church History.
HON. J. M. RusK.-Album of Agricultural Statistics.
HON. BELLAMY STORER.-Patent Office Reports.
W. A. PEEBLE, JR., Bureau of Statistics, Indiana.-Third Biennial
Report.
E. O. LEECH, Director of the Mint.-Annual Report, 1891.
SIDNEY D. MAXWELL, ESQ..,-Various Reports on Finance and
Commerce.
MRS. MARGARET R. KING.-" Rufus King."
RICHARDSON CLOVER, Lieutenant-Commander U. S. N.-Report of
the Hydrographic Office on Telegraphic Determinations, etc.
MR. CRAS. M. STRONG, Columbus, O.-Meteorological Record,
monthly.
CINCINN ATI PUBLIC LIBRARY.-Qyarterly Bulletins, 1891,
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
There. are two courses of Instruction, the ClasRical and the
Commercial.
I. THE CLASSICAL COURSE.
The Classical Course is desig-ned to impart a thorough liberal
education. In the accomplishment of this purpose the ancient
classics hold the first place, as the most efficient instrument of
mental discipline. Besides Latin, Greek and English, the Course
embraces Religious instruction, Mental and Moral Philosophy,
Astronomy and Mathematics, History, Literature, the Natural
Sciences-in a word, all the usual branches of a complete educa-
tion. It has been found by long experience that this is the only
Course that fully develops all the faculties, forms a correct taste,
teaches the student how to use all his powers to the best advan-
tage, and prepares hirn to excel in any pursuit, whether profes-
sional or commercial.
The Course is di vided into two departments-Collegiate and
Academic.
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.
CLASS OF PHILOSOPHY,
The object of this class is to form the mind to habits of cor-
rect reasoning, and, as the crowning perfection of the whole
Course of Instruction, to i"mpart sound principles of mental and
moral philosophy. .
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION-Schouppe's Abridged Course of
Religious Instruction. Lectures in Explanation.
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LOGIC AND METAPHYSICS-Russo's Summa Philosophica.
For reference, Hill's Elements.
ETHICs-Jouin's Elementa Philosophire Moralis. For refer-
ence, Hill's Moral Philosophy.
MATHEMATIcs-Differential and Integral Calculus.
ASTRONOMy-Newcomb and Holden's Astronomy.
SCIENcE-Special Course, two hours a week.
LITERATuRE-Special Course, two hours a week.
E.LOCuTION-One hour a week.
CIRCLES AND SPECIMENS.
CLASS OF RHETORIC.
The object of this class is the study of Oratory, Historical
Composition and Dramatic Poetry.
EVIDENCES OF HELIGION.
Schouppe's Abridged Course of Religious Instruction. Lec-
tures in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
LA TIN.
lV.lodcls-I st Term: Cicero-Pro Lege Manilia or Pro Milone.
Horace-Select Odes and Epodes.
2nd Term: Cicero--One of the following orations:
111 Catilinam, Pro Marcello, Pro Ligario.
Tacitus-Selections.
Horace-;-Select Epistles and Satires
Practice-Latin Themes and Original Compositions in Prose
and Verse; Imitations of Models; Oif-hand trans-
lation of Latin into English, and of English into
Latin.
GREEK.
l'lfodcls-Ist Term: Demosthenes-Olynthiacs or Philippics.
Select passages into Latin.
2nd Term: St. Chrysostom-Eutropius. Sophocles
-CEdi pus Tyrannus or Antigone; or LEschylus-
Prometheus Bound. Select passages into Latin.
Practice-Themes, Imitations.
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ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' OratorIcal Composition: Dramntic
Poetry; History. Fur referencc: C,tlintilian, Klcut-
gen, Blair. Literature: Jenkins' Manual, Litcrature
of the 17th and preceding centurics.
Models-The best specimens of British and American Ora-
tors, Dramatists and Historian!;.
Practice-Imitations; OJ'iginal Compositiuns, ()ratorical,
Poeticill, Historical. Critical E""!"tays on Mudd!"..
MATlIJ£M ATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Complete Algehra from Radicals
to end.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Analytical Geometry.
ACCESSOUY BHANCHES.
HISTORy-Constitution and Governmen t of the United States.
Young's Government Class Book, edited hy S. S. Clarke.
ELOCuTION-One hour a week.
PHYSICs-Atkinson's Ganot.
CHEMISTHy-Eliot and Storer.
CLASS OF POgTR Y.
The object of this class is the cultivation in a ~pecial manner
of taste, sentiment and style, which is to be e1fected chielly hy the
study of Poetry in its best models.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
Schouppe's Abridged Course of Religious I nstrllction.
Lectures in Explanation.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
Precepts-Prosody repeated and HIli~hl'd.
lVlodels-Ist Term: Virgil'!.; h:neid.
Cicero: Pro Archia.
Selections from Christian Poet!';.
2nd Term: Virgil's A~neid.
Horace's Ars Poetica entire.
Selections from Christian Poets.
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Practice-Latin Versification, both terms; Themes; Imita-
tions; Original Exercises in Prose and Verse; Off·
hand translation.
GREEK.
Precepts-Yenni-Dialects; Prosody.
lI(/odcls-lst Term: Xenophon's Anabasis. Select passages
translated into Latin.
Homer's Iliad.
2nd Term: Homer's Iliad. Select passages trans-
lated into Latin.
Practice-Themes: Conversion of Dialects.
ENGLISH. I
Precepts-Coppens' "Practical Introduction; Nature and Va-
rieties of Poetry, including Epic; Beauty, Sublimity,
Taste; Novels; Essays, critical, etc. Kleutgen,
Broeckaert, etc., for reference.
Literature : Jenkins' Manual. Literature of the 18th
and 19th centuries.
Models-Specimens of Lyric, Elegiac and Didactic Poetry.
Practice-Imitations; Original exercises in Poetry and Essay-
writing. Critical Essays on Models.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Plane Trigonometry; Spherical Trig-
onometry, to Applications.
2nd Term: Wentworth's Spherical Trigonometry, Applica-
tions; Surveying.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY-Ancient, Vuibert, Part VItI, to Battle of Actium.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PHYSICs-Atkinson's Ganot.
CHEMISTRy-Eliot and Storer.
CLASS OF HUMANITIES.
The object of this class is to train the students in the minor
species of Composition, as Narration, Description, Dialogue,
Letter-writing. Comparative Grammar is made a special feature.
Versification is begun.
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CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism repeated entire.
Practical Instructions.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
PreceptS-1st Term: Syntax repeated with all notes, etc.
Prosody begun.
2nd Term: Prosody continued. Comparative Gram-
luar.
lv.fodels-Ist Term: Cresar. Selections from Ovid.
2nd Term: Virgil, Eclogues.
Cicero-Extracts from Minor Works.
Selections from Christian Poets.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and in imitation of Authors;
Verse-making; Off-hand translation.
GREEK.
PreceptS-1st Term: Yenni-Etymology and Syntax reo
peated with all notes, etc.
2nd Term: Yenni-Comparative Grammar.
illodels-IstTerm: Greek Anthology. Select passages trans-
lated into Latin.
2nd Term: Xenophon's Anabasis. Select passages
translated into Latin.
Practice-Themes on Syntax and Authors; Translation of
Greek into Latin.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction; Figures, Style,
Varieties of Style, Minor Species of Prose Compo-
sition, viz., Letters, Narration and Description, Dia-
logues; etc. English Versification.
Models-Specimens of Minor Species of Composition in
Prose and. Verse.
Practice-Imitations; Original Exercises in Minor Species
of Composition.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Geometry, five books.
2nd Term : Wentworth's Geometry, com pleted.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY-Ancient, V uibert, Part 1.-VII.
ELOCuTION-One hour a week.
BOOK-KEEPING.
FRENCH.
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
Besides being a preparation for the collegiate course, this
department aims at imparting such an education as is usually
given by the High Schools and Academies of our country. It
comprises three classes.
FIRST ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to master the rules of grammar,
and to perfect the work of sentence construction begun in the
preceding class.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part III.
Practical Instructions.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni's Syntax from moods and tenses
to end, excluding more difficult notes.
2nd Term: Syntax of first term repeated, with notes
entire and frequent drill.
Models-1st Term: Nepos.
2nd Term: Cresar: Cicero, Select Letters.
Practice-Frequent themes on Syntax and Authors.
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GREEK.
. Precepts-1st Term: Yenni. Matter of preceding ye~r re-
peated, adding exceptions; contract nouns and verbs,
verbs in /11, etc., to Syntax excluded.
2nd Term: Yer.ni. Repetition of more difficult
parts of Etymology; Syntax, without notes.
.k[odels-Ist Term:t Greek Anthology.
. 2nd Term:f
Practice-Easier themes in formation of verbs, etc.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Practical Introduction from beginning
to Figures of Speech.
Models-Selections illustrative of precepts.
Practice-Imitations: Original Exercises, including easier
forms of Letter-writing, with special attention to
sentence building, punctuation, etc.
MATHEMATICS.
1st Term: Wentworth's Complete Algebra to Fractions in-
cluded.
2nd Term: Went~orth's Complete Algebra from Fractions
to Radical Expressions included.
ACCESSORY BRA'N"CHES.
HISTORY-Fredet's Modern. From Crusades to end.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Higher; Asia, Africa,
and Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st Part.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily practice.
FRENCH. "
SECOND ACADEMIC.
The object of this class is to acquire skill in parsing, readi-
ness in the analysis and construction of sentences, and facility of
expression in translation and the simpler forms of Composition.
Greek is begun in the second term.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part II.
Practical Instructions.
ST. XA VIER COLLEGE.
LANGUAGES.
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LATiN.
Precepts-1St Term: Yenni. Repetition of irregular and de-
fective verbs; Syntax as far as moods and tenses,
without notes and exceptions.
2nd Term: Same portion of Syntax repeated, with
notes and exceptions.
Models-lSt Term: Phaedrus. Yenni's Prose Fables parallel
with Phaedrus; Yenni's Dialogues.
2nd Term: Viri Romm.
Practice-Daily Themes. Constant drill on English and
Latin forms of verbs.
GREEK.
(Begun at the opening of the second term.)
Precepts-Yenni's Grammar, as far as regular verbs ineluded,
omitting exceptions, contracts, etc.
Practice-Constant drill on nouns, adjectives, and regular
verbs. Easy Themes on same.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Murray with supplementary matter from other
authors. Syntax and Analysis of sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized. .
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to
arrangement of words and amplification of sentences.
Easier compositions. Daily exercises in Reading
and Spelling from the text-books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New practical. Percentage repeated. Dis-
count to Ratio included.
2nd Term: Ratio repeated to the end.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HrSTORy-Fredet's Modern. Beginning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's, North South and Central America
and Europe, without Physical Geography of 1st Part.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANsHIP-Daily practice.
GERMAN.
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THIRD ACADEMIC.
In this class the study of Latin is begun. The object of this
class is, by constant and thorough d rill, to familiarize the student
with the elements of grammar, both Latin and EngliRh, and to
hegin their application in short and easy themes and composi-
tions.
CHRISTIA:-J DOCTRINE.
Deharhe's Large Catechism, Part 1.
Pr~ctical I nstructiol1s.
LANGUAGES.
LATIN.
Precepts-1st Term: Yenni to irregular and defective v~rbs,
omitting the exceptions.
2nd Term: Same matter, including exceptions.
Easier rules of Syntax.
.1l1"odels-2nd Term: Historia Sacra.
Practice-Easy themes daily. Constant drill on English and
Latin forms of verbs.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Murray. Etymology. Analysis of sen tences.
1l1'odels-Selections pointed out or dictated hy the Professor.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easier com positions.
AHITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical. Common and Decimal
Fractions repeated. Metric System. Four cases of Percentage.
2nd Term: Percentage repeated, with application to Dis-
count.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORY-United States History, Sadlier.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Elementary, 2nd half.
READING-Excelsior Fifth Reader. Daily practice.
SPELLING-Sadlier, etc. Daily practice.
ELOCuTION-One hour a week.
PENMANsHIP-Daily practice.
GERMAN.
ST. XA VIER COLLEGE.
II. THE COMMERCIAL COURSE.
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This course offers to those who can not or will not avail
themselves of a regular classical training, the means of acquiring
a good English or Commercial education. It embraces Book-
keeping, an ample course of Arithmetic, with the elements of
Algebra; and to a complete Grammar course, it adds the study of
Style, the principles and practice of the minor species of Compo-
sition, especially Letter-writing, and a course of Religious In-
struction. It is completed in four years, and prepares students
for commercial pursuits.
FIRST COMMERCIAL.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism repeated entire.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' I ntrodllction : Figures,Varieties of Style,
Novels, Letter-writing, Narration and Description,
etc.
11:1odels-Specimens of minor composition in prose and
verse.
Practice-Exercises in minor species of Composition, espe-
cially Letter-writing, with particular attention to
business letters.
ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.
1st Term: Ray's New Pnlctical. Practical Arithmetic ap-
plied to Business transactions; Wentworth's Elements of Algebra
to Fractions inc1usi ve.
2nd Term: Practical Arithmetic; Wentworth's Elements
from Fractions to Radical Expressions inclusive.
ST. XA VIER COLLEGE.
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ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
,
HISTORy-Fredet':5 Modern. From Crusades to end.
GEOGRAPHy-Physical. Mitchell's.
BOOK-KEEPING-Nelso.n.
COMMERCIAL LAw-Carhart.
ELOCuTION-One hour a week.
PENMANsHIP-Daily practice.
GERMAN.
SECOND COMMERCIAL CLA.SS.
CHHISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part III.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
Precepts-Coppens' Introdudion from beginning to Figures
of Speech.
Models-Selections illustrative of precepts.
Practice-Imitations: Original exercises inc! uding easier
forms of Letter-writing with special attention to
sentence-building, punctuation, etc.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Term: Ray's New Practical. Repeated from Fractions.
Special attention to business transactions.
2nd Term: Work of the 1St Term continued. Copious
Exercises from other Authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
H1STORy-Fredet's Modern. From beginning to Crusades.
GEOGRAPHy-Appleton's Standard Higher. Asia, Africa,
Oceania, with Physical Geography of 1st part.
BOOK-KEEPING-Nelson.
COMMERCIAL LAw-Carhart.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily practice.
GERMAN.
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THIRD COMMERCIAL CLASS.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part II.
Practical Instructions.
ENGLISH.
J)reccpts-Murray, Syntax supplemented with Reed and Kel.
log, Mugan and other authors. Syntax and Analysis
of Sentences.
Models-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor,
analyzed and memorized.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with special attention to ar-
rangement of. words and amplification of sentences.
Easier compositions. Daily Exercises in Reading
and Spelling from the text-books used in class.
ARITHMETIC.
I st Term: Ray's New Practical. Percentage repeated. Dis-
coun t to Ratio incl usi ve.
2nd Term: Ratio repeated, to end. Copious exercises from
other authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
-
HISTORY-United States History, Sadlier.
GEOGRAPHy-A ppleton's Standard Higher. North, South
and Central America, Europe. United States re-
viewed in studying history.
BOOK-KEEPING-Nelson.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANsHIP-Daily practice.
GERMAN.
FOURTH COMMERCIAL CLASS.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Large Catechism, Part 1.
Practical Instructions.
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ENGLISH.
Precepts-Murray, Etymology and Analysis of S~ntences.
JVlodels-Selections pointed out or dictated by the Professor.
Practice-Exercises on Objects, with attention to correct use
of words, etc. Easier compositions.
READING-Excelsior Fifth Reader, and all books used in
class. Daily practice.
SPELLING-Sadlier's Speller, and all hooks used in class.
AIUTHMETIC.
1st Term; Ray's New Practical. Common and Decimal
Fractions repeated. Metric System. Four cases of Percentage,
Fractions inclusive.
2nd Term: Percentage repeated, with applications to Dis-
count. Copious Exercises from other authors.
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTOIly-Gilmour's Bible History.
GEOGRAPIIy-Appleton's Standard Elemen tary, 2 nd part.
ELOCUTION-One hour a week.
PENMANSHIP-Daily practice.
GERMAN.
PREPARATORY CLASS.
The object of this class is to introduce younger pupils to the
study of the first principles of grammar, chiefly by class-drill; to
form them to habits of attention, and application, and thus prepare
them for one of the regular Courses of Instruction.
Req uirements for en tering this class are:-
1St. The applicant must know how to read, write and spell
creditably.
2ndly. He should know Arithmetic as far as Long Division
inclusive.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Deharbe's Small Catechism daily.
Practical Instructions.
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ENGLISH.
Precepts-Elementary Lessons in English.
il1"odels-From Reader and other sources.
Practice-Object Lessons. Easy Compositions-Daily Ex-
ercises from Whitney and Knox's Elementary Les-
sons, Part 1.
ARITHMETIC.
Ray's New Practical.
mal Fractions inclusive.
than the text-book.
Long Division to Common and .Deci-
Copious exercises from other sources
ACCESSORY BRANCHES.
HISTORy-Gilmour's Bible History.
GEOGRAPHY-Appleton's Standard Elementary, first half.
SPELLING-Sadlier's Speller. Exercises also from Reader,
History and other text- books.
READING-Excelsior Fourth Reader.
PENMANSHIP-Daily Practice.
COURSE OF ELOCUTION.
The Course comprises five classes.
FIRST CLASS,
(Philosophy, Rhetoric, Poetry.)
VOCAL CULTURE AND GESTURE-DRILL-The whole field of
Elocution, reviewing and perfecting the work of preceding years.
Rendition of Oratorical and Dramatic selections.
SECOND CLASS.
(Humanities and First Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of work of preceding years;
Power, Stress, Melody, Pitch, Tone, Slides and Waves.
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GESTURE-DRILL-More difficult positions; Complex ges-
hIres; Calisthenic exercises;. Concert-d rill.
Rendition of Metrical Compositions; Expression of the
passions.
TRInD CLASS.
(First Academic anu Second Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition; Inflection of Words and
Sentences; Pauses and Cadences; Qualities of Voice.
GESTURE-DRILL-Combinations of simpler gestures anu
movements; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of less elementary pieces.
FOURTH CLASS.
(Second Academic and Third Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Repetition of matter of preceding year;
Breathing exercises;. Articulation; Pronunciation; Concert-drill.
GESTURE - DRILL-Position and Movement; Varieties of
simple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FIFTH CLASS.
(Third Academic and Fourth Commercial.)
VOCAL CULTURE-Breathing Exercises; Articulation; Pro-
nun ciation of Vowels and Consonants; Concert-drills.
GESTURE-DRILLs-Positions in Reading and Declamation;
Simple gestures; Calisthenic exercises; Concert-drill.
Rendition of easy selections.
FRENCH AND GERMAN.
The study of French or German is optional in either course.
Instruction in these languages is given without extra charge.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
The object of the Association is to promote social intercourse
and mutual assistance among its members, by meetings, annual
bal1quets, and the formation of societies for various purposes un-
der the Association; anu. to further the welfare of St. Xavier
College.
The membership consists of active and honorary members.
The active members are: (a) Regular graduates of the Clas-
sical Course; (b) Adoptive Alumni; (c) Ex-students of the Col-
legiate Department whose classes have graduated; (d) Those
who have received the certificate of the Commercial Course and
who are twenty-one years of age.
The honorary members shall consist of those on whom the
Association may see fit to confer the title.
OFFICERS FOR 1892
Model'ator,
Preside1lt,
Active Vice-P1'eside1lt,
REV. H. M. CALMER, S. J.
FRANCIS J. MCCABE.
MICHAEL A. GARRIGAN.
Hon01~a1''V Vice- Presidents.
GEN. LEWIS ~EASONGOOD,
LOUIS B. O'SHAUGHN ESSY,
Secreta1'y,
Financial Secr~tary,
Treasurer,
Historia1l,
WILLIAM DISNEY,
STEPHEN McKENZIE.
EDWARD P. MOULINIER.
. JOSEPH A. CLOUD.
JOSEPH B. VERKAMP.
WILLIAM B. POLAND.
Chairman, ex-officio, .
WILLIAM A. BYRNE,
HUBERT F. FERGUSON,
ExecuHlJc C07J'l1nittee.
REV. 11. M. CALMER, S. J.
THOMAS J. MULVIHILL,
WILLIAM C. WOLKING,
STEPHEN W. HOLLEN.
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LIST OF MEMBERS.
Albrinck, Very Rev. J. C.
Armstrong, F. A.
Babbitt, Edward,
Bahlman, Frank
Barnhorn, Henry A.
Barrett, William M.
Bealer, Rev. George C.
Bickett, C.
Blau, Dr. John H.
Boeh, Charles].
Boehmer, ].
Bridwell, H. F.
Bruhl, Dr. G.
Bruhl, Theodore A.
Brummer, Rev. F.
Byrne, William A.
Calmer, Rev. Henry M.
Carbery, John].
Cash, Denis F.
Cloud, Francis H.
Cloud, Joseph A.
Cloud, Lawrence J.
Cloud, Leo G.
Connor, Robert G.
Corbett, James S.
Corcoran, Han. Michael T.
Cordesman, Henry
Cosgrave, Otway J.
Creed, Jerome D.
Dawson, E. A.
Debar, Joseph
Dempsey, Peter H.
Disney, William
Dittrich, Anthony J.
Donnelly, Joseph P.
Doumeing, Dr. Emile
Dunlap, Anthony B.
Egley, Guido
Eicher, Charles F.
Enneking, Henry J.
Ferguson, Hubert F.
Flynn, John
Flynn, Thomas
Foley, James
Fuss, John.H.
Fox, William F.
Garrigan, Michael M.
Gilligan, John J.
Gosiger, Henry J.
Gray, William F.
Greifenkamp, Rev. B.
Greiwe, Dr. John E.
Grimm, Dr. Adolph
Hart, Dr. Thos. P.
Haydel, Dr. Francis L.
Hellman, Dr. F. F.
Heilker, Chas.
Heilker, Henry
Hoeffer, Michael B.
Hogan, Jos.
Hollen, Stephen W.
Homan, Joseph
Hoppe, Dr. H. H.
Huessman, Fred.
Jacobs, Charles M.
Kelly, Michael J.
Kennedy, Thos. J.
Kilgour, John
King, Charles J.
Klein, Walter
Kleine, Edward J.
Klimper, John F.
Klimper, Samuel B.
Knipper, Francis J.
Koehler, Charles J.
Kuhlman, Egidius
Kuhlman, George
Kuhlman, Leo
Lamping, Rev. F. M.
Lang, Francis X.
Lasance, Rev. Francis
Lavery, Charles G.
Levassor, Louis F.
Lincoln, J. Ledyard
Linnemann, John H,
Littleford, William
Lohmann, Chas. J.
Luken, A. G.
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Ryan, R. X.
Ryan, Richard
Ryan, Rev. Wm. B.
Schmidt, Frederick A.
Schmitt, Adam
Schoenhoeft, Rev. John F.
Schroeder, Charles
Schulte, John H.
Seasongood, Alfred
Seasongood, Gen. Lewis
Sebastiani, Francis
Sebastiani, James A.
Seifert, Charles
Shee, Rev. Joseph A
Siefke, Vincent A.
Smiley, James J.
Spellmire, George
Sullivan,]. ].
Sullivan, John].
Sweeney, Charles
Taylor, Richard
Templeton, ] os. N.
Terrill, Dr. J. C.
Tierney, Thomas
Tobin, Joseph A.
Tobin, William J.
Tracy, John V.
Verkamp, Gerard
Verkamp, Joseph B.
Verkamp, Paul
Vonderahe, Rev. G. H.
Von Lahr, Joseph
Walsh, Nicholas J.
Walsh, William J.
Weiler, James J.
Wenning, Dr. W. H.
Wetterer, Alphonse,
Whelan, William
Willenbrink, Francis].
vVilson, Adam B.
Wittkamp, Dr. T. M.
Woesman, Rev. F. H.
W olking, Aloysius H.
W olking, William C.
Zimmer, Charles
Luken, Dr. M.
Mackentepe, Fred. E.
Maggini, Jas. A.
Maher, Thos. F.
Massman, Theodore,
McCabe, Francis J.
McCourt, John C.
McKenzie, Stephen,
McMahon, Hon. John A.
McVeigh, Charles
Meagher, Thomas A.
Moeller, Bernard
Moeller, ~ev. Bernard
Montgomery, William
Moore, Rev. James
Mosset, A. J.
Moulinier, Edward P.
Mulvihill, Thomas J.
Niehaus, Joseph
Nolan, William,
Nurre, Henry
O'Brien, George
O'Brien, Rev. M. P.
O'Meara, Richard
O'Neill, Michael,
O'Shaughnessy, Louis
Ostendarp, J.
Overbeck, Edward G.
Owens, Thomas
Piatt, E. Courtney
Piatt, William M.
Poland, L. N.
Poland, Patrick
Poland, William B.
Prendergast, Dr. J. W.
Proeppermann, Rev. Henry
Pugh, Robert
Pund, Francis
Rechtin, Harry,
Reinhart, Albert M.
Richard, Joseph A.
Rielag, John H ..
Ritter, Claude A.
Ritter, Jesse R.
Rogers, Charles L.
Rooney, Dr. R. M.
Those who wish to apply for membership. will please communicate with
the Secretary, Ec!1vard P. Moltlinier, S. E. Cor. Ninth & Walnut, City.
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Sodality of the Immaculate Conception, B. V. M.
ORGANIZED DECI~MBElt 8TH, 1841.
This Sodality has for its object the promotion of filial lov C
towards the Mother of God, and the practice of virtue anlI piety
among its members. The Director is appointed by the Faculty,
the other officers are elected by tbe mem hers. It hus a library of
800 volumes.
Senior Division.
REV. F. P. NUSSBAUM, S. J., Dlrcrtor.
EDWARD A. RYAN, Prefect.
FRANCIS M. TRACY, 1st Asslstallt.
CHARLES F. WaLKING, 2ml Assistallt.
G. HARRISON CONRARD, Secretary.
HERMAN H. RECHTIN, Treasurer.
FRANCIS X. REILLY, .} Sacristall.\.
JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN,
HENRY J. WINNER, } l.'l .Jl JrarlallS.
JOSEPH A. TIEKEN, '
CONSULTORS.
EDWARD P. ANDERSON,
EDGAR A. BROWN,
Members (If).
JOHN A. MCCU)/Ul;Y,
EDWARD J. \VILLMJI:S.
Junior Division.
MR. J. F. FINN, S. J., Dlrector.
HUBERT F. BROCKMAN, Prefect.
FRANCIS H. J. McMgEHAN, 1st Ass/stant.
LOUIS L. CLOUD, fd1ld Assistant.
JOSEPH B. COWEN, Secretary.
HARRY J. BAILgR, } Treasurers.
JOSEPH J. RYAN,
STEPHEN R. HOLLEN, } S ...
aens/aus.p. LINCOLN MITCHELL,
CONSULTORS.
LA WRENCE E. MENGE,
ALBERT WESSELMAN,
ROBERT C. BECKER.
Members, 99.
GEORGE E. BRILL,
EDWARD H. HONNIGFORT,
EDWARD B. MACKE.
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THE PHILOPEDIAN SOCIETY
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Was organized under the present name in I841. Its object is to
foster a taste for eloq uenee, history and general literature. The
mem bers assemble in their hall every week for debates or for
the discussion of carefully prepared essays on disputed points of
history.
OFPICERS:
First 7 cruz.
REV. AUGUSTINE M. EFFINGER, S. ].,
G. HARRISON CON"RARD,
S. SMITH TERRILL,
HERMAN H. RECHTIN,
MICHAEL E. COLEMAN,
EDGAR A. BROWN,
FRANCIS M. TRACY,
TIMOTHY J. DEASY,
JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN,
CHARLES F. WOLKING,
Second Term.
REV. AUGUSTINE M. EFFINGER, S. J.,
HERMAN H. RECHTIN,
JOSEPH P. ESTERMAN,
TIMOTHY J. DEASY,
MICHAEL E. COLEMAN,
FLORENCE A. SULLIVAN,
FREDERICK W. SIEDENBURG,
E. DONN PIATT, •
JEREMIAH J.O'CALLAGHAN,
TIMOTHY J. GANNON,
President.
Vice-President.
RecordiJlg Secretary.
Correspotldhlg Secretary.
} Cel/sOl's.
} Committee 011 Debates.
Treasurer.
President.
Vice-President.
Recording Secretary.
COl"1'espondi11g Secretary.
} CetlSors.
} C01llmittce 011 Debates.
Treasltrer.
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THE GERMAN LITERARY SOCIETY
Was organized October 5th, 1868. It holds its meetings weekly,
and by means of debates, essays and oratorical com positions,
affords its members an opportunity of acquiring ease and fluency
in the use of the German language.
OFFICERS:
First Term.
....
REV. THEODORE A. SEBASTIA:r.;J, S. J.,
CHARLES F. WOLKING,
HENRY J. WINNER,
OTTO DIECKMANN,
SIMON A. BALDUS,
JOSEPH P. ESTERMAN,
CHARLES J. KNIPPER,
FREDERICK W. SIEDEN13URG,
JOSEPH L. FRITSCH, .
HERMAN H. RECHTIN,
JOSEPH A. TIEKEN,
Second T€rm.
REV. THEODORE A. SEBASTIANI, S. J,
OTTO DIECKMANN,
JOSEPH A. TIEKEN,
CHARLES F. WOLKING,
SIMON A. BALDUS,
HERMAN H. HERZOG,
WILLIAM B. ACHTER,
HERMAN H. 'RECHTIN',
JOSEPH P. ESTERMAN,
FREDERICK W. SIEDENBURG,
CHARLES J. KNIPPER,
Presidelzt.
Vice- President.
Recordf1tg Sr::cretary.
Correspomlillg Secretary.
} Cmsors.
} Committee on Debates.
Treasurer.
Librariall.
President.
Vice-President .
Recording Secretqry.
Correspondi1lg Secretary.
} Cellsors.
1 .5Committee on Debates.
Treasurer.
Librarian.
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THE STUDENTS' LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
35
Was established in 1848. It possesses a large number of select
works in the various departments of English Literature, and is
open to the members twice a week.
In cpnnection with the library is a commodious reading-room,
which affords those resorting to it ample opportunities of becoming
acquainted with the current news, and of forming sound opinions
upon all important questions. The leading Catholic journals,
home and foreign, magazines, reviews and a numerous collection
of works of reference, are daily at the service of the members.
OFFICEHS:
REV. W. BANKS ROGERS, S. J.,
CHARLES F. WOLKING,
EDWARD P. A-SDERSON,
JOSEPH L. FRITSCH,
HERMAN H. RECHTIN,
E. DONN PIATT,
THOMAS 1. SCHULTZ,
J. GUYTON CASSIDY,
VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY,
JAMES 1. DOYLE,
JOI-IN A. SHEA,
President.
Vi'ce-Presidel1t.
Secretary.
TreaSltre1'.
1r Librarians.
I
J
1JCellSors.
Curator.
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._-------- ._------
ACOLYTHICAL SOCIETY.
The principal object of this Society is to add beauty and
solemnity to Divine Worship, by an accurate observance of the
liturgic rights and ceremonies; nsalso to afford Catholic Students,
distinguished for excellent deportment, the honor of serving in
the sanctuary.
OFFICERS
First Term.
REV. T. A. SEBASTIANJ, S. J.,
EDWARD P. ANDERSON,
HERMAN H. RECHTIN, ..
FRANCIS X. REILLY,
TIMOTHY J. GANNON,
JAMES 1. DOYLE,
EUGENE J. DALEY,
JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN,
Second Term.
REV. T. A. SEBASTIANI, S. J.,
EDWARD P. ANDERSON,
JAMES 1. DOYLE, .
HERMAN H. RECHTIN,
TIMOTHY J. GANNON,
JOSEPH L. FRITSCH,
JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN,
EUGE~E]. DALEY,
President.
Vice·Preside1tt.
Recordiu.£[ SCC1'etary.
Correspondill
L
[( Sen'etary.
Treasurer.
} C('llSM'S.
President.
Vice-President.
Recordi1zl[ Secretary.
Correspolldz'1zg Secretary.
Treasurer.
} Ceusors.
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Believing that for a student a sound body is necessary to a
sound mind, in planing the new building, the Faculty provided an
ample Gymnasium. It has been thoroughly equipped. To pre-
vent the danger arising from im prudent exercise, and to afford an
opportunity for systematic, scientific, physical, as well as mental,
developmen t, a competent instructor has been secured.
OFFICERS:
MR. WILLIAM ]. HARRINGTON, S. J.,
EDWARD P. ANDERSON,
ALOYSIUS J. McDONALD,
JOHN A. SHEA,
Senior Division.
P,'esident.
Vice- Preside1lt.
Secretary.
Trea,wrer.
FRANCIS M. TR hCY,
FLORENCE A. SULLIVAN,
WILLIAM F. Fox,
VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY,
TIMOTHY J. GANNON, .
Jun ior Division.
LOUIS ]. CLOUD,
FRANCIsJ. McMECHAN,
AUGUSTINE.D. THEISSEN,
JOSEPH B. COWEN,
FRANCIS J. WERMES,
Instructor.
} Cellsors.
} Custodians.
} C",,'rs,
} Custodians.
MR. VICTOR E. HELLEBERG.
ST. XA VIER COLLEGE.
Dedication of the C'hapcl of
5t. ."J.ravier Collegoe
by the
Most Rev. WilNmn Henry Elder, D. D.,
Arclzbislzop of Cincinnati,
Pontijical H-i'gh Mass
Tuesday Mornz'ng, Dece'lrtber twenty-ninth,
eighteen hundred and ninety-one
at halfpast ez'ght o'clock.
Celebrant, Rt. Rev. Camz'llus Paul Maes, D. D.,
Bz'shop of Covz'ngton.
ST. XA VIER COLLEGE.
BY MEMBERS OF THE
Alumni Association of St. Xavier College,
Memorial Hall, December 29, 1891.
MR. CHARLES KOEHLER, DIRECTOR.
PROGRAM.
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1. PIANO l:'lOLO-lli Trovatore, F'antasie de Concert,
Mr. 1J. E. LevassoI',
'l'HE MEROHANT OF VENICE
Act IV.-The Trial Scene.
OHARACTERS,
Ktm1cel
Shylock,
Antonio,
Bassanio,
Gratiano,
Salarino,. .
Duke of Venice,
Clerk.
Portia, .
Nerissa, Lo~ds, Magnificoes, 'Clerk~, Etc',
2. I"LU'!'E SOLO-Concert Polka,
Dr. William Wenning.
TWELFTH NIGHT.
Act II.. Scene IlL-The, Uarousal.
CUARAC'l'ERS.
Mr. Charles Koehler
Mr. Albert M. Heinhart
Dr. Thomas P. Hart
Mr. Edward Overbeck
Mr. Thomas Flynn
Mr. Joseph B Verkllmp
Mr, George Spellmire
Mr, Anthony B, Dunlap
Mr. Joseph A. Maggini
William Popp
Sir 'l'oby Belch, .
Sir Andrew Agl1echeel<,
Malvolio, . .
Olown,
Fabian,
3. VIOLIN SOLO-Sonata,
MI'. Henry A. Barnhorn
Mr. Michael A. Garrigan
Mr. William C. Walking
Mr. William J. Walsh
Mr. Paul Verkamp
Niels W. Gade
Duke,
Jaques,
Amieus,
Orlando,
Adam,
AS YOU LIKE IT.
Act n.-The Forest of Arden.
CHARAU'l'ER8
ForesterS: Lords, Etc.
Mr. William C. Wolking
Mr. Albert M. Reinhart
Mr. William M. MulhUle
Ml' Oharles Koehler
Mr, Edward Overbeck
SONGS OF THIS SCENE.-" Hi-hUIi-hoh." composed by Mr. Joseph P. Donnelly;
sung by Messrs. Mullane, Corbett, Reinhart and Koehler.
1 "When Daisies Pied" }
2: H Under the Greenwood Tree." Sung by Mr. Mullane.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
BY MEMBERS OF THE
Philopedian Society of St. Xavier College,
Memorial l-.fall, February 29, 1892.
PROGRAM.
1. Overture-Polka de Concert, Bartlett
Piano Solo-John V. Usher.
Act 1.-Waiting-room of the Parir; and LyonR R. R.
2. Double ~Hl.rtette-"The Chapel," Kreutzer
Act n.-Inn Among the Alps.
3. Trio-Opus 129. Andante and Cantabile, Dallcla
First Violin-Chas. J. Knipper. Second Violin-Jos. L. Fritsch.
Piano-So Smith Terrill.
Act III .-Perrichon's I-louse Near Paris.
4. Chorus-" The Two Roses,"
Act IV.-Perrichon's Garden.
CHARACTERS.
Werner
Perrichon,
Henry, his son,
Serbos, his brother-in-law,
Daniel Savary, .
Armand Desroches,
Captain Mattldeu,
Majorin, Book-keeper to Perrichon,
JOhn, Perrichon's valet,
Station-Master,
Baggage~Master,
Inn-Keeper, .
Thomas R. Kuhlman
Victor M. O'Shaughnessy
Edward A. Foss
Edgar A. Brown
S. Smith Terrill
Francis M. Tracy
E. Donn Piatt
Simon A. Baldus
John A. McClorey
Michael E. Coleman
Otto Dieckmann
I
R. R. Employes, Travelers, etc.
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CONTEST IN ELOCUTION.
Memorial Hall, June 8th, 1892.
PROGRAM.
Clarence J. Ratterman
Charles F. Kuhlman
Aloysius H. Rohde
Arthur F. Schultz
Abt
Piano-"Dream of Sunshine,"
Joseph H. Spellmire.
JUNIOR CLASSES.
SecticJ/t I.
" Resurrection,"
"Incident of the French Camp,"
"Bill and I,"
"The Collier's Dying Child,"
Vocal Duet-"Like the Lark,"
Soprani: Thomas Cooney, Oscar Dreyer;
Alti: Herman Kessing, La wrence Schroeder.
Section II.
Blake
"The Florentine Mother,"
"The Rising,"
"Clarence's Dream,"
"Keenan's Charge,"
"The Florentine Mother,"
"Reverie,"
Stephen R. Hollen
Bernard J. Fox
HUl'bert F. Brockman
Francis J. McMechan
Louis J. Cloud
Raubock
Violin: Bernard J. Steinfeld; Piano: S. Smith Terrill.
SENIOR CLASSES.
"The Seven Ages,"
"Bernardo Del Carpio,"
"Clarence's Dream,"
"Parrhasius,"
Alto Solo-"The Children's Home,"
William J. Peck.
liThe Painter of Seville,"
"Brothers in Death,"
"Clarence's Dream,"
"Song of the Market Place,"
"King Joho," (Act IV, Scene II),
Frederick W. Siedenburg
William E. Fox
Edgar A. Brown
J. Aloysius McDonald
Cowen
G. Harrison Conrard
Louis J. Esterman
Thomas R. Kuhlman
Charles F. Walking
Francis M. Tracy
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NAME.
ABELE, CARL T ..
t\CHTER, GEORGE H .
ACHTER, WILLIAM B ' .
AHLERS, EDW ARD ..
AHLERS, WILLIAM F , , ..
ANDERSON, CHARLES F ..
ANDERSON, EDWARD P .
ANDERSON, JAMES G ' ' ..
ANDERSON, JOHN j .
ARNOLDI, PETER J .
BACK, JOSEPH j .
BAILER, HENRY] ..
BAILEY, JOHN L .
BALDUS, SIMON A ..
BARTON, JOSEPH A ..
BASSMANN, FREDERICK B. ;... . ..
BAURICHTER, FREDERICK B ' ..
BECKER, HENRy , .
BECKER, ROBERT C ..
BEITZER, JOHN J .
BENZ, CHRISTIAN : ..
BERENS, THEODORE M ' .
BERWANGER, JO~EPH C ..
BIEDENHORN, EDWARD H ""'" .
BLAKELY, PAUL L .
BLAKELY, STEPHENS : ..
BOEH, VALENTINE G .
BOEHMER, ALBERT J .
BOHM, ALFRED ..
BOLAN, HENRY M .
BOLGER, EDWIN D., .
CLASS.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Poetry.
Third Commercial.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Academic.
Rhetoric.
Preparatory.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Preparatory.
Second Academ ic.
Second Academic.
Rhetoric.
Second Academ ie.
Preparatory.
Humanities.
First Academic.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
First Commercial.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Preparatory.
Preparatory.
Humanities.
Third Academic.
Poetry.
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NAME.
BORGMANN, AUGUSTUS ] ..
BO'RGMANN, BERNARD J ..
BORGMANN, HENRY J ..
BORa, CHARLES A .
BOTTLER, PHILIP J ..
BOUGHEN, MALACHY F .
BRADLEY, THOMAS L .
BRIGEL, EDWARD .
BRIGEL, LEO ..
BRILL, GEORGE E ..
BRINKER, LOUIS E ..
BROCKMAN, HUBERT F ..
BRORRMAN, AUGUSTUS ..
BROW~, EDGAR A .
BROWN, STEPHEN 1-1......... . ..
BROWN, THEODORE W .
BUDDEKE, CHARLES J .
BUDDEKE, WILLIAM R .
BULLER, EDWARD J .
BUNKE, HENRY J ..
BURNS, CHARLES J ..
BURNS, WILLIAM rr .
BUSSE, WILLIAM ..
BUTLER, EDWARD ..
CAHILL, BERCHMANS J .
CALLAHAN, MICHAEL J .
CALUW AERT, CHARLES P .
CAMPBELL, JOHN P .
CARMODY, .EDWARD A ..
CARROLL, GEORGE D .
CARROLL, PATRICK J ..
CASH, CORNELIUS W ..
CASSELMANN, ANTHONY H .
CASSIDY, J. GUYTON, .
CASSIDY, PAUL ..
CLOUD, CHARLES H ..
CLOUD, LOUIS ] ..
COFFEY, HENRy .
COFFEY, MAURICE J ..
COLEMAN, MICHAEL E ..
CONE, MARK .
CONNAUGHTON, JOHN P ..
CONNOLLY, GERALD J .
CONNOLLY, THOMAS J ..
CONNOR, ALBERT J , .
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CLASS.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Second Academic.
Humanities.
Fourth Commercial.
Fourth Commercial.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
First Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Philosophy.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Poetry.
Third Academic.
First Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Third Academic.
Philosophy.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Academic.
Humanities.
First Academic.
Third Commercial.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Second Commercial.
Humanities.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Rhetoric.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Preparatory.
Third Academic.
Rhetoric.
Third Commercial.
Second Academic.
Second Academic.
Second Academic.
Second Academic.
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NAME.
COONEY, THOMAS D .
CONRARD, G. HARRISON .
CONRARD, JOHN .
CONRARD, JULIUS A .
COWEN, JOSEPH B ..
COWEN, MICHAEL J ..
CROWLEY, JOSEPH A ..
CROWTHER, FREDERICK A .
CULLINAN, CORMAC .
DALEY, EUGENE J .
D ANENHOWER, REX 0 .
DARPEL, JOHN 1-1 : ..
DAVEZAC, GABRIEL P .
DAVIS, EUGENE A .
DAVIS, HERBERT C .
DAVY, LEWIS G ..
DAY, LOUIS .
DEASY, TIlHOTHY J ..
DELANEY, WILLIAM J ..
DETMER, EDWARD ..
DETMER, WALTER W ..
DEVA~NEY, J ORN W ..
DIECKMANN, OTTO .
DINSER, GEOR6E F ..
DISNItY, RICHARD E ..
DOERGER, HENRY J ..
DOHAN, THOMAS A ..
DOHAN, WILLIAM ..
DONELEN, MARTIN J ..
DONIPHAN, RAFAEL P .
DONNELLY, JOHN B ..
DONNELLY, SYLVESTER E .
DORSEY, MICHAEL J ..
DOYLE, JAMES I ..
DREYER, OSCAR J. B .
DROPPELMAN, ROBER.T F ..
DR.UCKER, CHARLES J .
DRURY, FRANCIS A ,.
DRURY, JOHN L .
DUNHOFT, FRANCIS H : .
DUWEL, FRRDIN AND .
EGER, CHARLES .
EICHHOLD, FRANCIS W ..
EILERS, GEORGE ..
ELM LINGER, ALBERT A .
CLASS.
Third Academic.
Philosophy.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Commercial.
Second Academic.
Second Academic.
Poetry.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Rhetoric.
Second Academic.
Preparatory.
Third Academic.
Rhetoric.
First Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Fourth Commercial.
Second Academic.
Philosophy.
Third Academic.
Second Commercial,
First Commercial.
Third Academic.
Third Commercial.
Second Academic.
Firt;t Academic.
Second Academic.
Humanities.
Second Academic.
Poetry.
Third Academic.
Humanities.
Third Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Preparatory.
Philosophy.
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NAME.
ENGBERSEN, JOSEPH .
ENNEKING, EDW ARD H....... . ..
ENNEKING, LAWRENCE F , ..
ENNEKING, LEO A ..
ENNEKING, MARTIN ..
ESSELMAN, LOUIS B ' ' .
ESTERMAN, JOSEPH P ' .
ESTERMAN, LOUIS J ..
FAGIN, THOMAS R , ' ..
FARRELL, WILLIAM G " ..
FEENEY, JOHN ..
FELIX, IRVIN W """ ..
FELTEN, ALBERT G ..
FETH, AL6ERT G .
FINN, JOHN B ' .
FISCHER, ALPHONSE L ..
FLAHERTY, JAMES J ..
FLYNN, CORNELIUS F. X .
FLY:NN, GEORGE F .
FLYNN, GEORGE J ' ..
FLYNN, WILLIAM T ..
Foss, EnwARD A ..
Foss, FRANCIS X ..
:F'ox, BERNARD C. J ..
Fox, JOHN P .
Fox, RAYMOND S '" .
Fox, WILLIAM E .
FRITSCH, JOSEPH L , ..
GALLAGHER, EDWARD P ..
GANNON, TIMOTHY J ..
GATES, VICTOR F .
GAU, JOSEPH F ' ' ..
G A USEPOI-IL, FRANCIS J ..
GERDES, EDWIN , .
GESEN, HENRY J .
GIESTING, EDWARD , , ' .
GILLIGAN, JAMES J ..
GIN DELE, HERMAN ..
GLANDORF, HENRY J ..
GLANVILLE, MARTIN] ..
GLEASON, MARTIN J .
GODA, HENRY A ..
GOHS, JOHN J ..
GOHS, RUDOLPH F .
GO!SIGER, FREDERICK A v ..
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CLASS.
Thi rd Academ ic.
PI"eparatory.
Second Academic.
Preparatory.
Preparatory.
Fourth Commercial.
Rhetoric.
II umunities.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Commercial.
FIrst Commercial.
Fourth Commercial.
Humanities.
Third Academ ic.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
Rhetoric.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Rhetoric.
Rhetoric.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Humanities.
First Academic.
Humanities.
Rhetoric.
First Academic.
Rhetoric.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Thil-d Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Second Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Second Academic.
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NAlIfE.
GRACE, WALTER A ..
GRIMM, ALBERT ..
GRIMMELSMAN, EDWARD ..
GROESCHEN, GEORGE J .
GROLLIG,]OHN H ..
GROSSMANN, ADAM '" .
GROTE, ALOYSIUS ..
I-IAAS, ] ACOB T ..
1:-1 ACKETT, DENIS T ; ..
IIAGEDORN, SAMUEL .
HAGERTY, CHARLES G .
I-IAGB:RTY, JOHN : .
HAGERTY, WILLIAM L .
HALPIN, DENIS ..
HAMMELRATH, ED\VARD A ..
HARDEBECK, ELMER ..
J:-IARDING, BRyAN .
HARENBERG. WILLIAM R ..
HEBERGER, VALENTINE E ..
HEHMAN, GERARD......... .. ..
l-IRHMAN, HENRY W .
HENDRICKS, GEORGE ..
HENGEHOLD, LEO J .
HERBERT, CHARLES J .
HERKING, WILLIAM H .
HERZOG, HERMAN J .. ..
lIICKEY, JAMES H .
HICKEY, JOHN E .
HICKEY, WILLIAMR .
HINES, GEORGE H .
HOCKER, ALFRED M o, .
IloFFMAN, EUGENE Co, .
HOLLAENDER, HERMAN .
HOLLAND, JOHN A : .
HOLLEN, STEPHEN R ..
HOMER, FRANCIS A .
HONNINGFORT, EDWARD H .
HORNUNG, LOUIS L ..
I-IUNDORF, FREDERICK W _ .
HURLEY, JAMES M ..
HUSCHART, HOMER H .
IMWALLE, WILLIAM P ..
ISPHORDING, ADOLPH : .
JONAS, ALEXANDER J ..
JON AS, EDWIN R ..
CLASS.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Academic.
Humanities.
Third Academic.
Preparatory.
Second Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Preparatory.
Second Academic.
First Academic.
Fourth Commel"cia!.
Preparatory.
Fourth Commercial.
First Academic.
Third Commercial.
Thir~ Commercial.
Preparatory.
Third Academic.
Third A.cademic.
Third Academic.
Rhetoric.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Rhetoric.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Second Commercial.
First Academic.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Poetry.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Fourth Commercial.
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lONAS, EUGENE H , ..
}UNIET, AUGUST .
KAMP, GEORGE B ..
KEBER, EDWARD L ..
KELLER, JOSEPH J .
KELLY, JOSEPH ..
KELLY, ROBERT 1. .
KEMl'HlIES, LOUIS J ..
KESSING, I-IERMAN W ' ..
KING, CHARLES E ..
KING. CLARENCE .
KING, JEREMIAH T " : "
KNIPPER, CHAR LI~S J ' .
KNOLLMANN, HENRY A " ..
KOHUS, EDWARD F .
KROLli..MANN, FRANCIS J ..
KROLLMANN, JAeOB J ' .
KRUSE, WILLIAM H ' ..
KUERzE, EDW ARD J .
KUERZH:, ROBERT "''' .
KUHL, l-IENRY I-I. .
KUHLMAN, CHARLES F .
KUHLMAN, GEORGE 1-1 , ..
KUHLMAN, JOHN C ' ' .
KUHLMAN, THOMAS R ~ ..
KYTE, JOHN A .
LAGEMANN, CHARLES ' ..
LARKIN, JOHN J ..
LAWLER, THOMAS ..
LE FRBER, DUKE ..
LEIB, CASPAR M ..
LEICK, MICHAEL...... .. ..
LINNEMAN, JOSEPH G ..
LOCKHORN. GEORGE .
LOEBKER, ALBERT F " ..
LOHMANN, FRANCIS H ' , ..
LUKEN, H ENRY J .
LYNCH, Joseph E .
MCCLOREY, JOHN A ' .
MCCLOSKEY, JAMES P " ..
MCCORMAC.K, WILLIAM P .
McDONALD, J. ALOYSIUS .
McDC'N ALD, RICHARD C ..
McDONOUGH, JOHN .. " .
McERLANE, I-:J.ENR Y B ..
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CLASS.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Poetry.
Preparat ory.
Third Academic
Preparatory.
Second Commercial.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Preparatory.
Second Academic.:.
Second Academic.
Rhetoric.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Preparatory.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Humanities.
Fourth Commercial.
Rhetoric.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Rhetoric.
Second Academic.
Third Commercial.
Second Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
First Commercial.
Humanities.
Rhetoric.
Poetry.
Second Academic.
Poetry.
Fourth Commercial.
Second Academic.
Second Academic.
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NAME.
MCGRATH, DANIEL J ..
MCGRATH, FRANCIS W , .
MCGRATH, GEORGE T ..
l\1cl-IALE, JOHN M ..
McKEONE, THOMAS J .
MCLAUGHLIN. GEORGE ..
McMECHAN, FRANCIS J : ..
McNAMARA, JOHN W , .
MCSHANE, JAMES P ..
MACKE, EDWARD J ..
MAGUIRE, JOHN .
MAGUIRE, JOSEPH C .
MAHER, MICHAEL J .
MALONE, JOSEPH P .
MARINGER, THEODORE ..
MARTIN, WILLIAM J ..
ME:NGE, LAWRItNCE E .
MEYER, BERNARD J ..
MEYER, GEORGE ..
MEYER, WERNER , ..
lVIICHAEL, FREDI1:RICK , ..
MILLIGAN, BERNARD M ..
MILLIGAN, J. FRANCIS ..
MINOGUE, JOHN ' ..
MITCHELL, LINCOLN P .
MITCHELL, RICHARD C ..
MOESCHL, \VILLIAM F " .
MOLLERAN, JOSEPH ..
MOLONEY, JOHN J .
MONTER, ALOYSIUS C ..
MOORE, WILLIAM ] .
MORONEY, JERR:MIAH A .
MOUNTEL, HENRY F .. ; .
MULLANE; EDWARD 0 ..
MULLANE, ROBERT E .
MULVIHILL, JOHN J .
MULVIHILL, JOSEPH J ..
MURPHY, FRANCIS J ..
MURPHY, JOHN J .
MURPHY, JOHN P ' ..
NAGEL, HENRY B " ..
NEVILLE, JOHN R '.' ..
N ODLER, RAYNOR P.................. . .
NOONAN, FRANCIS J , ..
NURRE, CHARLES J .
CI,ASS.
First Academic.
Poetry.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Humanities.
Second Commercial.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Preparatory.
Second Academic.
Poetry.
Third Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Fourth Commercial.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Preparatory.
Third Academic.
Preparatory.
Third Commercial.
Second Academic.
Humanities.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Preparatory.
Third Academic.
Third' Commercial.
First Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Humanities.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Rhetoric.
Third Commercial.
Third Academic.
Second Commercial.
First Commercial.
First Commercial.
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NAME.
NURRE, HENRY A .
NUXOLL, HENRy .
O'BRIEN, FRANCIS J .
O'BRIEN, WILLIAM .
O'CALLA HAN, JEREMIAH J ..
O'CONNOR, LEO~ARD ..
ODENTHAL, LAWRENCE ..
O'DONNELL, JOSEPH A ..
O'DONNELL, JOSEPH M ..
O'DOWD, JAMES M ..
O'MALEY, GEORGE ..
O'MEARA, EDWARD F .
O'NEILL, JOHN " .
O'SHAUGHNESSY, VICTOR M ..
ONGLEY, ALBERT I-IUGH , .
ORR, THOMAS ..
OTTKE, JOI-IN P .
OTTING, B ERN~RD H .
OVB:RMAN, ALPHONSE , : ..
OWENS, FRANCIS., ' .
OWENS, THOMAS J ..
PECK, WILLIAM J ' ..
PIATT, E. DONN ..
PIATT, FRANCIS. .. .
PIATT, WYKOFF J .
POHL, WILLIAM ..
POWELL, JOHN E , .
PRICE, JAMES M .
RADEMACHER, GEORGE C ..
RAGLAND, LOUIS G ..
RATERMANN, BERNARD J .
RATl'ERMANN, CLARENCE J .
RATTERMANN, FRANCIS L .
RECHTIN, I-I ERMAN H ..
REEDY, CH ARLES S ..
REEDY, HENRY J ..
REICHLING, LEO A ..
REIDY, JOHN J .
REILLY, FRANCIS X ..
RENTZ, HENRY I<~ ..
RESOR, JAMES II ..
REYNOLDS, HUBBARD ' ..
REYNOLDS, JOHN J .
RICE, CHARLES A .
RICHERD, JOSEPH H......... .. .
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CLASS.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Third Commercial.
Poetry.
Preparatory.
Preparatory.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Thit·d Academic.
Thitd 'Commercial.
Poetry.
Humanities.
Third Academic.
Philosophy.
Humanities.
Fourth Commercial.
Second Academic.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Rhetoric.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Commercial.
First Academic.
Third Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Preparatory.
Rhetoric.
Rhetoric.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Rhetoric.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Third Commercial.
Third Commercial.
Humanities.
Fourth Commercial.
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NAME.
RIEGLER, ALBERT " , ..
RINCK, JOHN ..
RITTER, CHARLES M .
RITTER, GEORGE J ' ' .. " .
ROELL, ALOYSIUS J ..
ROnDE, ALOYSIUS H , .
ROLFES, CHARLES ..
ROLFltS, GEORGE H .
RONNEBAUM, J. BERNARD ' .
ROTERT, WILLIAM F , .
RuscnE, HENRy , , ..
RYAN, EDWARD A .
RYAN, JOSEPH J " ' .
RYAN, RICHARD' V ..
SANGltR, JESSE W .
SANTEK, JOSEPH A ..
SCALLAN, JOSEPH A ..
SCANLAN, MAURICE J .
SCHALLER, MICHA EL J : .
SCHIFFER, ANTHONY F ..
SCHLOCHTERMEYER, CARL F ..
SCHMIDT, ADOLPH ' ' ..
SCHMIDT, ALBERT A , ..
SCHMITZ, FRANCIS " ..
SCHNEIDER, CHARLES S ..
SCHNIEDERS, JOHN H ' , ..
SCHOETTELKOTTE, HENRY J... . '" ..
SCHROEDER, JOSEPH B. L .
SCHROEDER, LA WRENCE B .
SCHUH, ANTHONY N ' ..
SCHULTE, BERNARD J , ..
SCHULTZ, ARTHUR F. X ..
SCHULTZ, CHARLES T ..
SCHULTZ, THOMAS I , ..
SCHULTZE, CASPAR H ' ..
SCOLA, VALENTINE N ..
SEBASTIANI, ALOYSIUS J , ..
SEEBAUM, ROBERT , .
SHEA, JOHN A ..
SHEA, JOSEPH W .
SHEEHAN, THOMAS .
SIEDENBURG, FREDERICK W '" .
SMITH, JOHN W ..
SMITH, THOMAS A ..
SPELL MIRE, EDWARD D .
CLASS.
Preparatory.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Commercial.
First Academic.
Third Commercial.
Preparatory.
Philosophy.
First Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
First Cummercial.
Second Commercial.
First Academic.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Preparatory.
Preparatory.
Fourth Commercial.
Humanities.
Second Commercial.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Poetry.
Second Academic.
Second Academic.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Poetry.
Third Commercial.
Second Commercial.
Rhetoric.
Preparatory.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
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SPELLMIRE, G. ALFRED .
SPELLMIRE, JOSEPH H .
SPRENGARD, 'YVILLIAM J ..
STACEY, FRANcrs .
STADERMANN, ALBERT L .
STALL, AUGUSTUS G ..
STEINFELDT, BERN ARD J ..
STEINKAMP, BERNARD F ..
STUKENBORG, WILLIAM J ..
SULLIVAN, EDWARD J ..
SULLIVAN FLORENCE A ..
SULLIVAN, JOHN E .
SULLIVAN, WILLIAM J ..
SUND, JOSEPH F .
SUNDERM AN, AUGUSTUS ..
SYMMES, A. CLEVES .
TAPKE, FERDINAND J ..
TAPPEHORN, EMIL J ..
TAYLOR, WILLARD J ..
TEPE, JOHN H .
TERRILL, S. SMITH .
TEVELUWE, WILLIAM A ..
THEISSEN, AUGUSTINE D ..
THEMANN, JOSEPH A , ..
TIEKE.N, JOSEPH A ..
TIMBERMAN, LEO H . .
TIMBERMAN, WILLIAM E ..
'!'INLEY, JOHN H .
TRACY, FRANCIS M ..
TRACY, JOSEPH P .
UHL, ANDREW J ..
USHER, JOHN V ..
VEENEMANN, WILLIAM H ..
V Il:TTLE, JACOB ..
VON HAGEL, GEORGE A ..
WAGNER, AUGUSTUS E .
WARD, JAMES P .
WARD, JOHN W .
WEHAGE, OSCAR H .
WEINGARTNER, ALBERT .
WERDMANN, GKORGE H ..
WERMES, FRANCIS J ..
WESSELMAN, ALBERT ..
WESTERMANN, EDW ARD B , .
WHITE, REUBEN J ..
GLASS.
Second Academic.
Rhetoric.
Preparatory.
Third Commercial.
Second Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Second Academic.
First Academic.
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Rhetoric.
Preparatory.
Third Academic.
Poetry.
Third Commercial,
Third Academic.
Fourth Commerc ial.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Philosophy.
Fourth CommerciaL
Second Academic.
Second Academ ic.
Rhetoric.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Humanities.
Philosophy.
Humanities.
Second Academic.
Second Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Third Academic.
Second Commercial.
Third Academic.
First Academic.
Fourth Commercial.
Humanities~
Third Academic.
Third Academic.
Second Academic.
First Academic.
Third Commercial.
Second Commercial.
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NA.ME.
'WHI'I'E, STANLEY J , ..
WILKE, WILLIAM H .
WILKEMEYER, JOSEPH F , ,
WILLMES, EDWARD J ..
WINNER, HENRY J .
WIRTHLIN, EDWIN N .. .
WrITKAMP, 1'HEODORE M .
WITTROCK, LEO , ..
WOLKING, CHARLES F , .
WOLKING, RICHARD .
WU:ES'I', ADOLPH G , .
WULLNER, BERNARD J ..
. ZIMMERMAN, I-IENRY 0 .
SUMMARY.
CLASSICAL COURSE.
CLASS.
Fourth Commercial.
Fourth Commercia I.
Third Academic.
Poetry.
Philosophy.
Third Academic.
Third Academic,
Third Academic.
Philosophy.
Fourth Commercial.
Prepara tory.
Second Academic.
First Commercial.
Collegiate Depa1'ttne1zt..
Philosophy, II. Rhetoric, 27.
Poetry, 17. Humanities, 24.
Total, 79.
Academlc Department.
First Academic, 51. Second Academic, 73.
Third Academic, 114.
Total, 238.
COMMERCIAL COURSE.
First Commercial, 9.
Third Commercial, 31.
Total, 98.
Second Commercial, 13.
Fourth Commercial, 45.
Preparatory Class, 34.
Grand Total, 449.
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PHILOSOPHY.
FIRST TERM.
53
I. Truth is explicitly and perfectly contained in the judgment; inc1.10a-
tively and imperfectly in the simple apprehemion, which, as such, is never
false.
2. Evident truth necessarily gives certainty, which, inasmuch as it re-
gards the firmness of assent of the mind, admits of degrees.
3. Universal skepticism is absurd.
40 The intellect in its proper judgments can not be deceived.
5. The internal sense can n,ot be deceived with regard to our own exist-
ence and our actual affections.
6. The external senses, under the requisite conditions and in regard to
their own proper objects, are an infallible means of certainty.
7. Reasoning materially and formally true, is an infallible means of cer-
tainty.
8. By the testimony of others, we can often with all certainty know facts
which do not come under our own observation, and obtain certainty of past
events.
9. The common sense of nature is an infallible means of certainty, with
regard to judgments which immediately arise from it.
10 Objective evidence is the ultimate criterion of truth.
11, The idea of being is not generic, but analogical by an analogy of
attribution.
12. The idea of being in general is not the idea of infinite being.
13. The essences of things are immutable, indivisible and eternal.
If. The internal possibility of things does not depend upon the divine
power or will.
IS. The internal possibility of things depends immediately on the divine
intellect, remotely on the divine essence.
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16. The concept of substance represents something objectively real;
hence the opinion of Locke asserting that substance is a mere figment of the
mind, is false.
17. The idea of the infinite is obtained only by the total and positive reo
moval of limits.
18. The world is a contingent and finite being.
19. Pantheism in all its forms is repugnant to reason.
20. The world comes from God, as from its first cause, by creation.
21. Creation does not imply any contradiction.
22. The world has not an absolute, bl,1t only a relative perfection.
23. The order of the world is altogether contingent.
24. Miracles are possible.
25. The souls of brutes are destitute of intelligence.
26. The sol;11 of man is simple.
27. The soul of man is spiritual.
28. The human soul is a substance distinct from t.he body.
29· The human body and the rational soul are so joined together that
from their union results one compound nature and one person; to explain
which union, it is necessary to admit that the soul is the substantial form of
the humsn body, z'. e" gives it prz'1121/11Z esse, life and sensation, retaining to
itself intellectual life.
30. The human soul is by its nature immortal.
31, The human will is free.
SECOND TERM.
1. There exists a being by its own essence, whom we call God.
2. The common persuasion of all men shows the existence of a Supreme
Being, whom we call God
3. God is an infinite being.
4. God is one.
5· God perfectly knows all the past, present and future.
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6. God's foreknowledge ot the free actions of man does not destroy
man '5 liberty.
7. That creatures may continue their existence, they need at each
moment the positive conservation of God.
8. No created good, but only God, the uncreated good, can be the ulti-
mate end of man.
C). The four causes which render a human act less free or involuntary,
are ignorance, fear, force and concupie,cence.
10. Moml good is not to be measured by the opinions of men, nor by
public or private utility.
1 I, There exists an eternal law.
12. There exists a natural law.
13. The natural law is in itself inevitable and men can not be ignorant
of its more general principles.
14. The natural law is supported by an adequate sanction, which con-
sists chiefly in the loss or attainment of one's ultimate end.
IS· Human laws, enacted by legitimate authority, impose a strict moral
obligation, which depends on God.
16. Man is bound to worship God with an intemal and external wor-
ship.
17. Indifference in religion is absurd.
IS. The right of property is sanctioned by the natural law.
19. Communism is both absurd and impracticable.
20. Authority is essential to every Eociety.
21. The social state is natural to men.
22. Conjugal society, a]' the family, was instituted by God Himself.
23. The bond of matrimony is intended by the Ia waf nature to be one
and perpetual.
24. The bond of matrimony is not a civil, but a natural contract, and
hence in its nature and principal right!'> is independent of the State.
25. Civil or political authority, considered in itself, is derived not from
any civil contract, but from God.
26. The possession of authority is not determined'" a priori " or by law
of nature, but by contingent human facts.
27. Education belongs to the parentl', and not to the State.
28. The State has no right to prescribe a common external worship.
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FIRST TERM.
I. Differentiation of Algebraic functions. Derivatives. Rate of Change.
Velocity and Acceleration. Examples and applications in Geometry and
Mechanics.
"2. Differentiation of Logarithmic and Exponential functions. Examples.
3. Differentiation of Trigonometric and Anti-trigonometric functions.
Examples. The Cycloid.
4. Integration. Indefinite and definite Integrals. Examples.
S. Application of the Integral Calculus to Geometry:
Rectification of Curves: The Semi-cubic and Cu bie Parabola, the
Cycloid, the Circle.
Q.yadrature: Areas of Plane Curves; the Parabola, the Circle, the
Hyperbola, the Ellipse, the Cycloid.
Surfaces of Revolution: The Sphere, the Paraboloid, the Right
Cone.
Cubature: Volumes of solids of Revolution, the Sphere, the pro-
late and oblate Spheroid,. the Paraboloid, the volume generated by re-
volving Cycloid.
6. Successive differentiation and integration. Problems in Mechanics.
7. Development of functions in Series. Taylor's Formula. Appli-
cations. MacLaurin's Formula. Applications. The Binomial Theorem.
8. Maxima and Minima. Geometric problems.
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SECOND TERM.
57
r. The Earth's shape and dimensions. The Diurnal Motion-the
parallel, right and oblique Spheres.
" The altitude of the celestial pole above the horizon of any place on the
earth's surface is equal to the latitude of that place."
2. The Celestial Sphere. Altitude and Azimuth. N. P. D. and I-Ioul'
Angle. Right Ascension and Declination. Astronomical Latitude of a
place. Sidereal Time. Solar Time. Mean Solar .time. Local Time.
3. Determination of Terrestrial Longitude and Latitude. Parallax.
Horizontal and Annual. Distance of Heavenly Bodies; how determined.
Solar and Lunar Parallax.
4. Telescopes. Reflectors. Refracton,. The Achromatic Objective.
Eye-piece. Magnifying and light-gathering power of Telescope. The
Chronometer. Transit Instrument. Meridian Circle. Equatorial.
5. The Ecliptic. The Equinoxes and Solstices. The Zodiac. The
Seasons. Celestial Latitude and Longitude.
6. Apparent and real motions of the Planets. The Copernican System.
Kepler's Laws.
7. The Moon's motions and phases. The Tides.
8. Eclipses, Solar and Lunar. The Earth's Shadow. Recurrence of
Eclipses. .
9. Astronomical measures of Time. Calendars: Julian, Gregorian,
. Easter.
10. General structure of Solar System. Distances, Dimensions,
Axial Rotation, Periodic Times and Orbital Velocity of Planets.
II. The Sun. Reversing Layer. Photosphere. Spots. Chromosphere.
Inner and outer Corona. Solar Heat. Theories of the Sun's Constitution.
12. Mercury. Venus. Their transits.
13. The Planetoids. Jupiter and his Satellites. The equation of Light.
Saturn. Rings and Satellites.
14. Uranus and Neptune. Their discoveries.
IS. Meteors. Meteoric Showers. Relation or Meteors and Comets.
Physical Constitution of Comets.
16. The Stars. Magnitude. Constellations. How named, numbered
and catalogued. The Stars of the first magnitude.
17. Variable, double, and multiple Stars. Binary Systems.
18. Nebulae and Cluster,;. Their Spectra.
19. Motions and distances of the Stars. The Milky Way.
20. The Nebular Hypothesis.
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June 29th, 1892.
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS W AS CONFERRED UPON
JAMES C. McMECHAN, M. D.,
FREDERICK E. MACKENTEPE, A. B., LL. B.
THE; DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS WAS CONFERRE"D UPON
EDGAR A. BROWN,
WILLIAM T. BURNS,
G. HARRISON CONRARD,
OTTO DIECKM ANN,
EDW ARD. A. RYAN,
S. SMITH TERRILL,
FRANCIS M. TRACY,
HENRY J. WINNER,
CHARLES F. WaLKING.
THE HIGHEST HONORS OF THE GRADUATING CLASS WERE MERITED BY
S. Smith Terrill.
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For the following Colleges under the care of the Jesuits of the Society of
Jesus:
St, Louis University,
St, Xavier College,
St. Mary's College,
St. Ignatius College,
Oetroit College,
Marquette College,
Creighton College,
ENGLISH.
St. Louis, Mo.
Cincinnati, O.
St. Mary's, Kansas.
Chicago, Ill.
Detroit, Mich.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Omaha, Neb.
A pun;e of $100 was offered by Mr. D. F. Bremner, of Chicago, for the best
papers on
.1 RELIGION, THE BULWARK OF THE STATE."
First Prize, $75. Second Prize, $25.
First,
Second
Third and Fourth,
Fifth, G. HARRISON CONRARD,
Seventeen papers were submitted for examination.
LATIN.
THE BOLD MEDAL,
Detroit College.
Marquette College.
Creighton College.
St. Xavier College.
FOR THE BEST LATIN COMPOSITION WAS WON BY A STUDENT
OF ST. MAR y'S COLLEGE.
Second,
Third,
Fourth, HERMAN H. HERZOG,
Eighth, E. DONN PIATT,
Forty-one papers were submitted for examination.
St. Mary's College.
Marquette College.
St. Xavier College.
St. Xavier College.
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THE GOLD MEDAL,
FOR THE BEST SCIENTIFIC ESSAY, WAS MERITF:D BY
HERMAN H. RECHTIN.
NEXT IN MERIT:
OTTO DIECKMANN,
EDWARD A. FOSS,
EDGAR A. BROWN,
WILLIAM T. BURNS.
Subject: The Dynamo and its application to Light and Travel.
Donor: MR. EDWARD P. ROGERS.
THE GOLD MEDAL,
FOR THE BEST HISTORICAL ESSAY, WAS MERITED BY
G. HARRISON CONRARD.
NEXT IN MERIT:
FREDERICK W. SIEDENBURG,
EDW A,RD J. WILLMES,
TIMOTHY J. DEASY.
CHARLES F. WOLKING,
JOSEPH A. TIEKEN,
Subject: The Discovery of America.
Donor: The Xavier Lyceum.
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THE GOLD MEDAL,
IN TH E FIRST SECTION-COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT,
WAS WON BY
]. ALOYSIUS McDON ALD.
NEXT IN MERIT:
CHARLES F. WOLKING,
FREDERICK W. SIEDENBURG,
G. HARRISON CONRARD,
FRANCIS M. TRACY.
IN THE SECOND SECTION-FIRST AND SECOND ACADEMIC,
FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD COMMERCIAL CLASSES,
WAS WON BY
FRANCIS J. McMECHAN.
NEXT IN MERIT:
LOUIS J. CLOUD,
HUBERT F. BROCKMAN,
STEPHEN R. HOLLEN,
BERNARD J. FOX.
IN THE THIRD SECTION-THIRD ACADEMIC, FOURTH
COMMERCIAL AND PREPARATORY CLASSES,
WAS WON BY
ARTHUR F. SCHULTZ.
NEXT IN MERIT:
ALOYSIUS H. ROHDE,
CLARENCE J. RATTERMAN,
CHARLES F. KUHLMAN.
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CLASSICAL COURSE.
Collegiate Department.
N. B.-The Premiums for Class-Standing are determined by the quar-
terly competitions of the year. They are awarded for general excellence to
such as have not obtained a premium in the regular branches. The standard
for the Collegiate classes is 85 per cent.
RHETORIC CLASS.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOSEPH A. TIEKEN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
TIMOTHY J. DEASY.
E. DONN PIATT,
HERMAN H. RECHTIN,
DISTINGUISHED:
J. GUYTON CASSIDY,
JOSEPH P. ESTERMAN.
LATIN.
FIRST PREMIUM:
FRANCIS X . REILLY.
SECOND PREMIUM:
HERMAN H. RECHTIN.
TIMOTHY J. DEASY,
JOSEPH P. ESTERMAN)
DISTINGUISHED:
E. DONN PIATT,
HERMAN J. HERZOG.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
GREEK.
FIRST PREMIUM:
FRANCIS X. REILLY.
SECOND PREMIUM:
HERMAN H. RECHTIK.
JOSEPH A. TIEKEN,
JOHN ]. LARKIN,
DISTINGUISHED:
TIMOTHY]. DEASY,
HERMAN ]. HERZOG.
PRECEPTS OF RHETORIC.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOSEPH A. TIEKEN.
FRANCIS X. REILLY,
TIMOTHY]. DEASY,
JOHN J. LARKIN,
SECOND PREMIUM:
FREDERICK W. SIEDENBURG, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
HERMAN H. RECHTIN,
JOHN A. MCCLOREY.
ORIGIN AL COMPOSITION.
TIMOTHY]. Dli:ASY,
FIRST PREMIUM:
FRANCIS X. REILLY, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOSEPH A. TIEKEN,
FREDERICK W. SIEDENBURG,
HERMAN H. RECHTIN,
FLORENCE A. SULLIVAN.
HERMAN H. RECHTIN,
TIMOTHY]. DEASY,
JOSEPH L. FRITSCH,
MATHEMATICS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
FRANCIS X. REILLY, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOSEPH A. TIEKEN,
JOHN ]. LARKIN.
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PHYSICS.
JOSEPH L. FRITSCH,
HERMAN H. RECHT IN,
JOHN J. LARKIN,
FIRST PREMIUM:
FLORENCE A. SULLIVAN, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
TIMOTHY J. DEASY,
• JOSEPH H. SPELLMIRE.
CHEMISTRY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
HERMAN H. RECHTIN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
FREDERICK W. SIEDENBURG.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOHN J. LARKIN,
MICHAEL E. COLEMAN,
JOSEPH H. SPELLMIRE,
FRANCIS X. REILLY.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-STANDING:
JOHN J. LARKIN, 92 , JOSEPH P. ESTERMAN, 87,
JOSEPH H. SPELLMIRE, 88, WILLIAM R. HICKEY, 8.S,
E. DONN PIATT, 85.
POETRY CLASS.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY.
DISTINGUISHED:
JAMES P. MCCLOSKEY, J AMES I. DOYLE.
LATIN.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
EDWARD J. WILLMES.
DISTINGUISHED:
VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY, EDWIN D. BOLGER.
JAMES I. DOYLE,
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GREEK.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
EDWARD' J. WILLMES.
"DISTINGUISHED:
VICTOR M. O'SHAVGHNRSSY,
PRECEPTS AND LITERATURE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN.
Enw ARD J. WILLME;S,
SECOND PREMIUM:
JAMES 1. DOYLE, equal.
DISTINGUISHED,
VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY.
ORIGINAL COMPOSITION.
FIRST PREMIUM :
VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JAMES 1. DOYLE.
DISTINGUISHED:
JEREMIAH J. O:CALLAGHAN. J. ALOYSIUS McDoNALD.
HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM :
EDW ARD J. WILLMES.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN.
DISTINGUISHED:
VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY, JAMES 1. DOYLE,
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MATHEMATICS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY,
SECOND PREMIUM:
JEREMIAH].O'CALLAGHAN.
DISTINGUISHEiJ' :
JAMES P. MCCLOSKEY, JAMES I. DOYLE.
PHYSICS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY.
SECOND PREMIUM:
CHARLES ]. BUDDEKE, JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
EDWARD J. WILLMES.
CHEMISTRY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JEREMIAH J. O'CALLAGHAN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
~VICTOR M. O'SHAUGHNESSY.
JAMES I. DOYLE,
DISTINGUISHED:
THOMAS I. SCHULTZ.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-STANDING:
EDWIN D. BOLGER, 87, JAMES P. MCCLOSKEY, 861
IOHN A. SHEA, 85·
CLASS OF HUMANITIES.
EVIDENCES OF RELIGION.
LOUIS J. ESTERMAN,
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOHN H. GROLLIG, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
CHARLES A. RICE,
FREDERICK B. BAURICHTER,
ALBERT G. FETl-I,
OSCAR H. WEHAGE.
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LATIN.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOHN H. GROLLIG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
FREDERICK B. BA URICHTER.
CHARLES A. RIC:jl:,
LOUIS J. ESTERM4N,
DISTINGUISHED:
PATRICK J. CARROLL,
ALBERT G. FETH.
GREEK.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOHN H. GROLLIG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
LOUIS ]. ESTERMAN.
DISTINGUISHED:
FREDERICK B. BA,URICHTER, CHARLES A. RICE,
PATRICK J. CARROLL.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOHN H. GROLLIG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
FREDERICK B. BAURICHTER.
DISTINGUISHED:
LOUIS J. ESTER MAN, CHARLES A. RICE,
JOSEPH P. TRACY.
HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LOUIS]. ESTERMAN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JOHN H. GROLLIG.
, DISTINGUISHED:
PATRICK ]. CARROLL,
FREDERICK B. BA URICHTER,
CHARLES A. RICE,
JOSEPH P. TRACY.
PATRICK J. CARROLL,
FREDERICK B. BAURICHTER,
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MATHEMATICS.
FIRST PREMIUM;
ALFRED BOHM.
SECOND PREMIUM:
LOUIS]. ESTERMAN.
DISTIKGUISHED :
SYLVESTER E. DONNELLY, •
]OSI<:PH P. TRACY.
BOOK-KEEPING.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOHN H. GROLLIG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
ALFRED BOHM.
DISTINGUISHED:
FREDERICK B. BAURICHTER, LOUIS J. ESTERMAN,
ALBERT G. FETH.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-STANDING:
PATRICK J. CARROLL, 91, CHARLES A. RICE, 88,
JOSEPH P. TRACY, 86.
Acaden"lic Depa.rtrnent.
N. B.-The standard for excellence in the Academic Department and
Commercial Course is 80 per cent.
FIRST CLASS.
Division A.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
HENRY J. SCHOETTELKOTTE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
VALENTINE E. HEBERGER.
DISTINGUISHED :'
HUBERT F. BROCKMANN, FRANCIS H. LOHMANN,
LOUIS J. KEMPHUES, JOSEPH J. RYAN.
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LATIN.
FIRST PREMIUM
HENRY J. SCHOETTELKOTTE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
HUBERT F. BROCKMANN.
DISTINGUISHED:
FRANCIS H. LOHMANN,
BERN ARD F. STEINKAMP,
LOUIS J. KEMPHUES,
EDWARD P. GALLAGHER.
GREEK.
FIRST PREMIUM:
HUBERT F. BROCKMAN1\'.
SECOND PREMIUM:
HENRY J. SCHOETTELKOTTE.
DISTINGUISHED:
FRANCIS H. LOHMANN,
VALENTINE E. HEBERGER,
LOUIS]. KEMPHUES,
BERN ARD F. STEINKAMP.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
HUBERT F. BROCKMANN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
FRANCIS H. LOHMANN.
DISTINGUISHED:
HENRY J. SHOETTELKOTTE,
JOSEPH J. RYAN,
VALENTINE E. HEBERGER,
CHARLES M. RITTER.
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PREMIUM :
HENRY J. SCHOICTTELKOTTE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
HUBERT F. BROCKMANN, FRANCIS H. LOHMANN, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
VALENTDIE E. HRBERGER, BERNARD F. STEINKAMP,
MICHAEL J. SCHALLER.
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MATHEMATICS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
HENRY]. SCROETTELKOTTE.
SECOND PREMI UM :
HUBERT F. BROCKMANN.
DISTINGUISHED:
BERNARD F. STEINKAMP, LOUIS]. KEMPHUES,
FRANCIS H. LOHMANN, THOMAS R. FAGIN.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-ST ANDING:
EDWARD p. GALLAGHER, 98, BERNARD F. STEINKAMP,8.S,
LOUIS J. KEMPHTJES, 81.
FIRST CLASS.
Division B.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIU M :
ALPHONSE L. FISCHER, LOUIS ]. CLOUD, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
MICHAEL J. CALLAHAN, JEREMIAH A. MORONEY,
HENRY H. KUHL, HENRY A. NURRE.
LATIN.
FIRST PREMIUM:
ALPHONSE L. FISCHER.
LOUIS J. CLOUD,
SECOND PREMIUM:
MICHAEL J. CALLAHAN, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
EDWARD H. HONNIGFORT, WILLIAM E. TIMBERMAN,
GEORGE E. BRILL, FRANCIS J. H. McMECHAN.
GREEK.
FIRST PREMIUM:
ALPHONSE L. FISCHER.
LOUIS J. CLOUD,
SECOND PREMIUM:
THEODORE M. BERENS, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
MICHAEL J. CALLAHAN, HENRY H. KUHL,
EDWARD H. HONNIGFORT.
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ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LOUIS J. CLOUD.
SECOND PREMIUM:
ALPHONSE L. FISCHER.
DISTINGUISHEn:
MICHAEL J. CALLAHAN,
HEN R Y A. NURRE,
GEORGE E. BRILL,
FRANCIS J. H. McMECHAN.
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
ALPHONSE L. FISCHER.
LOUIS J. CLOUD,
SECOND PREMIUM:
GEORGE E. BRILL, equaL
HENRY H. KUHL,
MICHAEL J. CALLAHAN,
DISTINGUISHED:
MICHAEL J. CALLAHAN, FRANCIS J. H. McMECHAN,
JOSEPH B. COWEN.
MATHEMATICS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LOUIS J. CLOUD.
SECOND PREMIUM:
ALPHONSE L. FISCHER, BERN ARD J. RATERMANN, equ a I.
DISTINGUISHED:
Enw ARD H. HONNIGFORT,
FRANCIS J. H. McMECHAN.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-STANDING:
FRANCIS J. H. McMECIIAN, 90, JAMES M. HURLEY, 84,
EDWARD H. HONNIGFORT, 90, WILLIAM E. TIMB.E:RMAN, 84,
HENRY H. KUHL, 87, RAYMOND S. Fox, 83,
JOSEPH B. COWEN,8S, LAWRENCE E. MENGE, 83,
ALBERT WESSELMAN, 83.
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SECOND CLASS.
Division A.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIUM :
CLARENCE KING.
SECOND PREMIUM:
DENIS I-L\LPIN.
DISTINGUISHED:
HENRY J. BAILER, JOHN J. MURPHY,
MICHAELJ. COWEN, PETER J. ARNOLDI,
JOSEPH A. THEMANN.
LATIN.
FIRST PREMIUM:
AUGUSTINE D. THEISSEN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
HERBERT C. DAVIS.
JOHN B. DONNELLY,
DENIS HALPIN,
DISTINGUISHED:
HENRY J. BAILER,
CLARENCE KING,
MICHAEL J. COWEN.
GREEK.
FIRST PREMIUM:
DENIS HALPIN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
HERBERT C. DAVIS.
HERBERT C. DAVIS,
CLARENCE KING,
DISTINGUISHED:
AUGUSTINE D. THEISSEN, CLARE~CE KING,
WILLARD J. TAYLOR, FRANCIS G. \VERMES,
MICHAEL J. COWEN.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
DENIS HALPIN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JOHN B. DONNELLY.
DISTINGUISHED:
MICHAEL J. COWEN,
WILLARD J. TAYLOR,
AUGUSTINE D. THEISSEN.
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HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOSEPH J. MULVIHILL.
SECOND PREMIUM:
CLARENCE KING.
DISTINGUISHED:
FRANCIS G. WERMES, JOHN B. DONNELLY,
AUGUSTINE D. THEISSEN, WILLARD J. TAYLOR,
MICHAEL J. COWEN.
GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
FRANCIS G. WERMES.
SECOND PREMIUM:
AUGUSTINE D. THEISSEN.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOHN B. DONNELLY, MALACHY F. BOUGHEN,
JOSEPH A. BARTON, DENIS HALPIN,
TOSEPH A. THEMANN.
ARITHMETIC.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOHN B. DONNELLY.
SECOND PREMIUM:
DENIS HALPIN.
DISTINGUISHED:
HERBERT C. DAVIS, HENRY J. BAILER,
AUGUSTINE D. THEISSEN, CARL T. ABELE,
BERN ARD J. BORGMAN.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-STANDING:
HENRY J. BAILER, 84, MICHAEL J. COWEN, 81,
PETER]. ARNOLDI, 82, ANTHONY N. SCHUH, 80,
WILLARD J~ TAYLOR, 80.
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BERNARD J. SCHULTE,
EDWARD B. MACKE,
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SECOND CLASS.
Division B.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
BERNARD J. WULLNER.
SECOND PREMIUM:
LEO A. REICHLING.
DISTINGUISHED:
BERNARD J. SCHULTE, EDWARD B. MACKE,
FREDERICK A. GOSIGER, CASPAR H. SCHULTZE,
ALOYSIUS J. ROELL.
LATIN.
FIRST PREMIUM:
BERNARD J. WULLNER.
SECOND PREMIUM:
BERN ARD J. SCHULTE.
DISTINGUISHED:
EDWARD B. MACKE, LEO A. REICHLING,
FREDERICK A. GOSIGER, ALOYSIUS J. ROELL,
JOHN V. USHER.
GREEK.
FIRST PREMIUM
BERNARD J. WULLNER, RICHARD V. RYAN, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
BERNARD J. RATERMANN,
WILLIAM G. FARRELL,
LEO A. REICHLING.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
BERNARD J. SCHULTE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
LINCOLN P. MITCHELL.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOl-IN V. USHER, BERNARD]. WULLNER,
EDWARD B. MACKE, LEO A. REICHLING,
FREDERICK A. GOSIGER.
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HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
BERNARD J. SCHULTE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
BERN ARD J. WULLNER.
DISTINGUISHRD:
EDWARD B. MACKE, LEO A. REICHLING,
FREDERICK A. GOSIGER, GERALD J. CONNOLLY,
CASPAR H. SCHULTZE.
GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PREMI UM:
EDWARD B. MACKE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
BERNARD J. WULLNER.
DISTINGUISHED:
STEPHEN R. HOLLEN, BERNARD J. SCI-IULTE,
LINCOLN P. MITCHELL, JOHN V. USHER,
LEO A. REICHLING.
ARITHMETrc.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOSEPH A. UHL.
SECOND PREMIUM:
BERNARD J. WULLNER.
DISTINGUISHED:
BERNARD J. SCHULTE, EDWARD B. MACKE,
FREDERICK A. GOSIGER, GERALD J. CONNOLLY,
JOHN V. USHER.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS~STANDING
7S
FREDERICK A. GOSIGER, 91,
WILLIAM G. FARRELL, 90,
JOHN V. USHER, 8.1,
ALOYSIUS J. ROELL, 85,
GERALD J. CONNOLLY, 83,
JAMES O'DOWD, 83,
JOI-IN
JOHN W. DEVANNEY, 82,
G. ALFRED SPELLMIRE, 82,
V ALJ~NTINE N. SCOLA, 81,
CASPAR H. SCHULTZE, 81,
JOHN L. BAILEY, 80,
ALBERT L. STADERMANN, 80,
HAGERTY, 80.
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THIRD CLASS.
Division A.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
BERNARD J. MEYER.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JOSEPH P. MALONE.
CHARLES J. DRUCKER,
OSCAR J. DREYER,
DISTINGUISHED:
JOHN R. NEVILLE,
CARL F. SCHLOCHTERMEYER.
LATIN.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOHN R. NEVILLE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
BERNARD J. MEYER.
DISTINGUISHED:
EDWARi:> O'C. MULLANE,
CHARLES J. DRUCKER,
CARL F. SCI-ILOCHTERMEYER,
JOSEPH P. MALONE.
ENGLISH.
FIRST PREMIUM:
CHARLES J. DRUCKER.
SECOND PREMIUM:
FRANCIS A. HOMER.
J OI-IN R. NEVILLE,
BERNARD T. MEYER,
DISTINGUISHED:
EDWARD J. BUTLER,
A. CLEVES SYMMES.
HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
CHARLES J. DRUCKER.
SECOND PREMIUM:
A. CLEVES SYMMES.
DISTING UISHED:
CHARLES G. HAGERTY,
EDWARD O'C. MULLANE,
FRANCIS A. HOMER,
JOSEPH P. MALONE
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GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
CHARLES J. DRUCKER.
SECOND PREMIUM:
FRANCIS J. MURPHY.
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EDWARD J. BUTLER,
JOSEPH P. MALONE,
OSCAR J. DREYER,
FRANCIS J. MURPHY,
DISTINGUISHED:
OSCAR J. DREYER,
FRANCIS A. HOMER.
ARITHMETIC.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOSEPH P. MALONE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
CHARLES J. DRUCKI3.R.
DISTINGUISHED:
CHARLES LAGEMANN,
BERNARD J. MEYER.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-STANDING:
CHARLES G. HAGERTY, 91,
EDWARD O'C. MULLANE, 89,
GEORGE H. WERDMANN, 88,
EDWARD J. BUTLER, 87,
OSCAR J. DREYER, 87,
CARL F. SCHLOCHTERMEYER, 87,
CHARLES LAGEMANN, 85,
ALOYSIUS C. MONTER, 80.
THIRD CLASS.
Division B.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
CHARLES]. HERBER~
SECOND PREMIUM:
FRANCIS X. Foss.
DISTINGUISHED:
ANTHONY H. CASSELMAN, THEODORE M. WITTKAMP,
CHARLES H. CLOUD, JOSEPH ENGBERSEN.
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LATIN.
FIRST PREMIUM:
CHARLES H. CLOUD
SECOND PREMIUM:
THEODORE M. WITTKAMP.
JOSEPH ENGBERSEN,
WILLIAM R. BUDDEKE,
DISTINGUISHED:
JULIUS A. CONRARD,
JOHN RINCK.
ENGLISH~
FIRST PREMIUM:
CHARLES a. CLOUD.
SECOND PREMIUM:
CHARLES J. HERBERT,
HERMAN GINDELE,
JOSEPH ENGBERSEN,
CHARLES H. CLOUD,
JOSEPH ENo'BERSEN,
DISTINGUISHED:
ANTHONY H. CASSELMAN,
THEODORE M. WITTKAMP.
HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
HERMAN GINDELE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JAMES H. HICKEY.
DISTINGUISHED:
JULIUS A. CONRARD,
CHARLES F. ANDERSON.
GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
CHARLES H. CLOUD.
SECOND PREMIUM:
ANTHONY H. CASSELMAN, JOHN J. ANDERSON, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
CHARLES F. ANDERSON, FRANCIS X. Foss,
WILLIAM R. BUDDEKE.
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ARITHMETIC.
FIRST PREMIUM :
CHARLES J. HERBERT.
79
HERMAN GINDELE,
SECOND PREMIUM:
CHARLES H. CLOUD, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
CHARLES F. ANDERSON, ANTHONY IT. CASSELMAN,
THEODORE M. WITTKAMP, JULIUS A. CONRARD.
PREMIUMS FOR
JO!'iEPH ENGBERSEN, 92,
CHARLES F. ANDEtRSON, 90,
LOUIS DAY, 89,
JULIUS A. CONRARD, 88,
JAMES P. MCSHANE, 87,
WILLIAM R.
CLASS-STANDING: '
PAUL L. BLAKELY, 85,
JOSEPH MOLLER AN, 84,
WILLIAM J. STUKENBORG,
STEPHENS BLAKELY, 82,
WILLIAM J. PECK, 82,
BUDDEKE, 80.
THIRD CLASS.
Division C.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
ALOYS 1 US H. ROHDE,
HOMER H. HUSCHART,
LEO ]. HENGEHOLD,
ALBERT F. LOEBKER,
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOHN W. McNAMARA, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
EDW ARD D. SPELLMIRE,
WILLIAM H. KRUSE,
FERDIN AND DUWEL.
l)
LATIN.
FIRST PREMIUM:
ALOYSIUS H. ROHDE,
SECOND PREMIUM:
ALOYSIUS ]. SEBASTIANJ.
FERDIN AND DUWEL.
HOMER H. HUSCHART,
GEORGE ]. GROESCHEN,
DISTINGUISHED:
AUGUSTUS E. WAGNER,
HERMAN W. KESSING,
JOSEPH A. O'DONNELL.
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ENGLISH.
FIRST PR EMI UM :
ALOYSIUS H. ROHDE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
HOMER H. HUSCHART.
DISTINGUISHED:
HERMAN W. KESSING,
AUGUSTUS E. WAGNER,
FERDIN AND D UWEL,
ALOYSIUS H. ROHDE,
A LOYSI us J. SEBASTIANI,
ALBERT F. LOEBKER,
LEO J. HENGE:HOLD.
HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
HERMAN W. KESSING, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
ALOYSIUS J. SEBASTIANI,
FERDIN AND DUWEL,
GEORGE H. ACHTER,
HOMER H. HUSCHART,
ARTHUR F. X. SHULTZ,
EDW ARD D. SPELLMIRE.
. H01\UR H. HUSCHART,
ALOYSIUS H. ROHDE,
FERDIN AND DUWEL,
GEORGE J. GROESCHEN,
GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
HERMAN W. KESSING, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
ALBERT F. LOEllKER,
LAWRRNCE B. SCHROEDER,
JOSEPH A. O'DONNELL.
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ARITHMETIC.
'FIRST PREMIUM:
ALOYSIUS H. ROHDE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
FER DIN AND DUWEL.
DISTINGUISHED:
WILLIAM H. KRUSE,
ALBERT F. LOEBKER,
LAWRENCE B. SCHROEDB:R,
LOUIS G. RAGLAND,
GEORGE H. ACHTER,
AUGUSTUS E. WAGNER.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-STANDING:
GEORGE H. ACHTER, 87,
EDWARD D. SPELLMIRE, 87,
LOUIS G. RAGLAND, 87,'
]OSRPH A. O'DONNELL, 86,
L1J:o]. HENGEHOLD, 84,
] OSEPH J. KELLER, 82,
MARTIN J. GLANVILLE, 82,
X. SCHULTZ, 81.
HENRY J. GLANDORF, 95,
ALBERT F. LOEBKER, 92,
AUGUSTUS E. WAGNER, 91,
WILLIAM H. KRUSE, 89,
LAWRENCE B. SCHROEDER, 89,
GEORGE E. FLYNN, 88,
GEORGE J. GROESCHEN, 88,
ARTHUR F.
PENMANSHIP.
FIRST CLASS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
MICHAEL ]. CALLAHAN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
I-b:NRY A. NURRE.
DISTINGUISHED:
LOUIS J. GLOUD. HENRY A. KNOLLMAN~,
HUBERT F. BROCKMANN, JEREMIAH A. MORONEY,
VALENTINE E. HEBERGER.
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SECOND CLASS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LEO A. REICHLING.
SECOND PREMIUM:
I
EDWARD B. MACKE.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOHN P. CONNAUGHTON,
ANTHONY N. SCHUH,
DENIS HALPIN,
FRAN9IS OWENS,
MICHAEL J. COWEN,
LOUIS E. BRINKER.
THIRD CLASS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
CHARLES F. ANDERSON.
SECOND PREMIUM:
LAWRENCE B. SCHROEDER •
.
DISTINGUISHED:
HENRY J, GLANDORF,
ALOYSIUS H. ROHDE,
CHARLES }. DRUCKER,
THOMAS A. DOHAN,
HERMAN W. KESSING,
AUGUSTUS E. WAGNER.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
COMMERCIAL COURSE.
FIRST CLASS.
Honorary Certificates for the completion uf this course were
awarded to
EDW ARD H. BIEDENHORN,
EDW ARD J. BULLER,
HENRY J. DOERGER,
IRVIN N. FELIX,
HENRY]. LUKEN,
FRANCIS J. NOON AN,
JOSEPH A. SANTEN,
HENRY 0. ZIMMERMAN.
THE GOLD MEDAL
For excellence in the collective branches of the First Commercial Class was
won by
JOSEPH A. SANTEN.
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SECOND CLASS.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LOUIS L. HORNUNG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
RAY~OR P. NODLER,
DISTINGUISHED:
GEORGE A. VON HAGEL, JOSEPH A. SCALLAN 1
JOHN H. SCHNIEDERS.
ENGLISH PRECEPTS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LOUIS L. HORNUNG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
GEORGE A. VON HAGEL.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOHN H. SCHNIEDERS, GEORGE MCLAUGHLIN,
JOSEPH A. SCALLAN.
HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LOUIS L. HORNUNG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
GEORGE MCLAUGHLIN.
DISTINGUISHED:
GEORGE A. VON HAGEL, JOSEPH A. SCALLAN.
GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PREMIUM :
LOUIS L. HORNUNG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
GEORGE CARROLL.
DISTINGUISHED:
GEOR.GE MCLAUGHLIN, MARTIN J. GLEASON.
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BOOK-KEEPING.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LOUIS L. HORNUNG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
RAYNOR P. NaDLER.
DISTINGUISHED:
GEORGE A. VON HAGEL, JOHN H. SCHNIEDERS,
JOSEPH A. SCALLAN.
COMMERCIAL LA W.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LOUIS L. HORNUNG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
GEORGE A. VON HAGEL.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOSEPH A. SCALLAN, RAYNOR P. NaDLER,
JOHN H. SCHNIEDERS.
ARITHMETIC.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LOUIS L. HORNUNG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JOHN H. SCHNIEDERS.
DISTINGUISHED:
85
GEORGE A. VON HAGEL, JOSEPH A. SCALLAN.
PREMIUM FOR CLASS-STANDING:
JOSEPH A. SCALLAN, 83.
86
JOHN L. DRURY,
JOSEPH W. SHEA,
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THIRD CLASS.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
WILLIAM F. ROTERT, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
WILLIAM J. MOORE,
JOHN G. FEENY.
GRAMMAR.
FI RST PREMIU M :
JOHN J. REYNOLDS.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JOHN L. DRURY.
WILLIAM DOHAN,
WILLIAM J. MOORE,
JAMES M. PRICE,
WILLIAM J. MOORE,
FRANCIS STACEY,
WILLIAM J. MOORE,
DISTING UISH ED:
DUKE LEFEBER,
GEORGE H. ROLFES.
HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOHN L. DRURY.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JOHN J. REYNOLDS.
DISTINGUISHED:
GERARD F. HEHMAN,
JOHN MINOGUE.
GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JAMES M. PRICE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
MARK CONE.
DISTINGUISHED:
. WILLIAM F. ROTERT,
HENRY]. GESEN.
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BOOK-KEEPING.
WILLIAM J. MOORE,
MARK CONE,
JOHN J. RE.YNOLDS,
J AMIJ:S M. PRICE,
JOHN J. REYNOLDS,
FIRST PREMIUM:
JAMES M. PRICE, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOSEPH W. SHEA,
WILLIAM DOl-IAN.
ARITHMETIC.
FIRST PREMI UM :
MARK CONE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
H ENR Y GESEN.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOSEPH W. SI-IEA,
JOHN MINOGUE.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-STANDING:
JOHN MINOGUE, 87,
JOSEPH W. SHEA, 86,
GERARD F. HEHMAN, 84,
GEORGE H. ROLFES, 82,
FRANCIS STACEY, 82,
WERNER MEYER, 81.
FOURTH CLASS.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LOUIS B. ESSELMAN.
ALBERT G. FELTEN,
WILLIAM J. MARTIN,
WILLIAM BUSSE,
SECOND PREMIUM:
EDWARD DETMER, equal.
DISTINGUISHED:
WALTER W. DETMER,
GEORGE MEYER.
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GRAMMAR.
FIRST PREMIUM:
HENRY F. MOUNTEL.
SECOND PREMIUM:
RICHARD C. MeDoN ALD.
DISTINGUISHED:
WILLIAM J. MARTIN, JOHN H. TEPE,
ALBERT G. FELTEN.
READING AND SPELLING.
FIRST PREMIUM:
WILLIAM J. MARTIN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
LOUIS B. ESSELMAN.
EDWARD GIESTING,
WALTER W. DETMICR,
ALBERT G. FELTEN,
EDWIN GERDES,
DISTING UISH ED:
EDWARD BRIGEL,
ALBERT G. FELTEN.
HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
EDW ARD GIESTING.
SECOND PREMIUM:
EDWARD BRIGEL.
DISTINGUISHED:
WILLIAM J. MARTIN,
RICHARD C. McDoNALD.
GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
HENRY F. MOUNTEL.
SECOND PREMIUM:
WILLIAM ]. MARTIN.
DISTINGUISHED:
ALBERT G. FELTEN, EDWARD GUSTING,
GEORGE LOCKHORN.
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ARITHMETIC.
FIRST PREMIUM.:
ALBERT G. FELTEN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JOHN H. TEPE.
DISTINGUISHED:
HENRY F. MOUNTEL, WILLIAM J. MARTIN,
GEORGE MEYER.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-STANDING:
MICHAEL LEICK, 9'+' WALTER W. DETMER, 8[,
PREPARATORY.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
FIRST PREMIUM:
CHARLES E. KING.
SECOND PREMIUM:
LAWRENCE ODENTHAL.
LEO A. ENNEKING,
ROBERT KUERZE,
DISTINGUISHED:
JOHN E. SULqVAN,
ROBERT KUERZE.
ENGLISH.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LAWRENCE ODENTHAL.
SECOND PREMIUM:
CHARLES E. KING.
DISTINGUISHED:
ALBERT A. SCHMIDT,
LEWIS G. DAVY.
READING AND SPELLING.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LA WRENCE ODENTHAL.
CHARLES E. KING,
SECOND PREMIUM:
JOSEPH KELLY.
DISTINGUISHED:
JOHN E. SULLIVAN~
LEWIS G. DAVy,
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HISTORY.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LAWRENCE ODENTHAL.
SECOND PREMIUM:
JOHN J. MOLONEY.
CHARLES E. KING,
LEWIS G. DAVY,
HENRY RUSCHE,
DISTINGUISHED:
ROBERT KUERZE,
JOHN MAGUIRE.
GEOGRAPHY.
FIRST PR,ftMIUM:
LAWRENCE ODENTHAL.
SECOND PREMI(;M :
CHARLES E. KING.
DISTINGUISHED:
ALBERT A. SCHMIDT,
ROBERT KUERZE.
ARITHMETIC.
FIRST PREMIUM:
LAWRENCE ODENTHAL.
SECOND PREMIUM:
LEWIS G. DAVY.
DI S'PING UISHED:
CLARENCE ]. RATTERMAN,
EDWARD L. KEBER.
PREMIUMS FOR CLASS-STANDING:
ROBERT KUERZE,85,
ALBERT A. SCHMIDT, 81,
JOHN E. SULLIVAN, 79,
WILLIAM J.
H.ENRY RUSCHE, 78,
EDWARD L. KEBER, 78,
J. FRANCIS MILLIGAN, 76,
SPRENGARD, 75.
MARTIN J. GLEASON,
GEORGE A. VON HAGEL,
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
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PENMANSHIP.
FIRST CLASS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
JOSEPH A. SCALLAN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
WILLIAM DOHAN.
DISTINGUISHED:
WILLIAM of. ROTERT,
RAYNOR P. NODLER.
SECOND CLASS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
EDWARD BRIGEL.
SECOND PREMIUM:
WILLIAM F. AHLERS.
DISTINGUISHED:
RICHARD C. McDoNALD, EDWIN R. JONAS,
WALTER W. DETMER, STANLEY J. WHITE,
LOUIS B. ESSELMAN, ALB8:RT A. SCHMIDT.
FRENCH.
FIRST PREMIUM:
WILLIAM E. TIMBERMAN.
GEORGE E. BRILL,
SECOND PREMIUM:
ALPHONSE L. FISCHER.
DISTINGUISHED:
EDWARD H. HONNINGFORT.
GERMAN.
FIRST CLASS.
FIRST PREMIU M :
FRANCIS H. LOHMANN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
ALOYSIUS G. ROELL, LOUIS]. KEMPHUES, equa,l.
DISTINGU ISHED:
HENRY G. SCHOETTELKOTTE, HENRY J. BAILER,
HENRY A. KNOLLMANN, LAWRENCE B. SCHROEDER,
ANTHONY N. SCHUH, ALBERT L. STADERMANN.
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SECOND CLASS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
EDWARD J. MACKE.
SECOND PREMIUM:
FREDERICK A. GOSIGER.
ALOYSIUS H. ROHDE,
BERNARD J. SCHULTE,
CHARLES J. HERBERT,
DISTING DISHED:
GEORGE H. ACHTER,
BERNARD J. WULLNER,
BERN ARD J. MEYER,
WERNER MEYER.
THI RD CLASS.
FRANCIS X. Foss,
J.AMES M. HURLEY,
FIRST PREMIUM:
WILLIAM R. HARENBERG.
SECOND PREMIUM:
WILLIAM H. HERKING.
DISTINGUISHED:
LA WRENCE F. ENNEKING,
FREDERICK J. WILKEMEYER.
FOURTH CLASS.
FIRST PREMIUM:
RICHARD V. RYAN.
SECOND PREMIUM:
CHARLES H. CLOUD.
DISTINGUISHED:
CHARLES J. DRUCKER,
JOHN HAGERTY,
MARTIN J. GLANVILLE,
JOHN L. BAILEY.
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The following students were distinguished for excellent deportment and
application to study during the year:
ABELE, CARL T.
ACHTER, GEORGE H.
ACHTER, WILLIAM B.
AHLERS, EDWARD.
AHLERS, WILLIAM F.
ANDERSON, CHARLES F.
ANDERSON, EDWAR D P.
ANDERSON, JOHN ].
ARNOLDI, PETER J.
BACK, JOSEPH J.
BAILER, H ENR Y J.
BAILEY, JOHN L.
BALDUS, SIMON A.
BARTON,]OSEPH A.
BASSMANN, FREDERICK B.
BAURICHTER, FREDERICK B.
BENZ, CHRISTIAN
BERENS, THEODORE M.
BIEDENHORN, EDWARD H.
BLAKELY, PAUL L.
~LAKELY, STEPHENS
BOEH, VALENTINE G.
BOEHMER, ALBERT J.
BOHM, ALFRED
BOLAN, HENRY M.
BOLGER, EDWIN D.
BORGMANN, HENRY J.
BOUGHEN, MALACHY F.
BRIGEL, EDWARD
BRIGEL, LEO.
BRILL, GEORGE E.
BROCKMANN, HUBERT F.
BROWN, EDGAR A.
BUDDIIKE, CHARLES J.
BUDDEKE, WILLIAM R.
BULLER, EDWARD J.
BUNKE, HENRY J.
BURNS. WILLIAM T.
BUSSE, WILLIAM
BUTLER, EDWARD
CALLAHAN, MICHAEL ].
CALUWAER1:' CHARLES P.
CARROLL, GEORGE D.
CARROLL, PATRICK J.
CASH, CORNELIUS W.
CASSIILMANN, ANTHONY H.
CASSIDY, ]. GUYTON
CASSIDY, PAUL
CLOUD, CHARLES H.
CLOUD, LOUIS J.
COLEMAN, MICHAEL E.
CONE, MARK
CONNAUGHTON, JOHN P.
CONNOLLY, GERALD J.
COONEY, THOMAS D.
CONRARD, G. HARRISON
CONRARD, JOHN
CONRARD, JULIUS A.
COWEN,JOSEPH B.
COWEN, MICHAEL J.
CULLINAN, CORMAC
DALEY, EUGENE].
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DAVIS, EUGENE A.
DAVIS, HERBERT C.
DAVY, LEWIS G.
DAY, LOUIS
DEASY, TIMOTHY j.
DETMER, WALTER W.
DEVANNEY, JOI-IN W.
DIECKMANN, OTTO
DOERGER, HENRY J.
DOHAN, THOMAS A.
DOHAN', WILLIAM
DONNELLY, SYLVESTER E.
DOYLE, JAMES 1.
DREYER, OSCAR j. B.
DROPPELMAN, ROBERT F.
DRUCKER, CHARLES J.
DRORY, JOHN L.
DUNHOFT, FRANCIS H.
DUWEL, FERDIN AN D
'EILERS, GEORGE
ENGBERSEN, JOSEPH
ENNEKING, EDWARD H.
ENNEKING, MARTIN
ESSELMAN, LOUIS B.
ESTERMAN, JOSEPH P.
ESTERMAN, LOUIS J.
FAGIN, THOMAS R.
FARRELL, WILLIAM G.
FELIX, IRVIN W.
FELTE:S, ALBERT G.
FETH, ALBERT G.
FISCHER, ALPHONSE L.
FLYNN, CORNELIUS F. X.
FLYNN, GEORGE F.
FLYNN, WILLIAM T.
Foss, EDWARD A.
Foss, FRA"NCIS X.
Fox, BERNARD C. J.
FRITSCH,jOSEPH L.
GALLAGHER, EDWARD P.
GANNON, TIMOTHY J.
GATES, VICTOR F.
GAU, JOSEPH F.
GAUSEPOHL, FRANCIS J.
'GERDES, EDWIN
GIESTING, EDWARD
GIN DELE, HERMAN
GLANDORF, HENRY J.
GLANVILLE, MARTIN J.
GOSIGER, FREDERICK A.
GROESCHEN, GEORGE J.
GROLLIG, JOHN H.
GROTE, ALOYSIUS
HAAS,] ACOB T.
HAGERTY, CHARLES G.
HAGERTY, JOHN
HALPIN, DENIS
HARENBERG, WILLIAM R.
HEBERGER, VALENTINE E.
HEHMAN,GERARD
HENDRICKS, GEORGE
HENGEHOLD, LEO J.
HERBERT, CHARLES].
I-IERKING, WILLIAM H.
HERZOG HERMAN .T.
HICKEY, JAMES H.
HICKEY, WILLIAM R.
HOFFMAN, EUGENE C.
HOLLEN, STEPHEN R.
HOMER, FRANCIS A.
HONNINGFORT, EDWARD I-I.
HORNUNG, LOUIS L.
HUSCHART, HOMER H.
ISl'HORDING, ADOLPH
KEBER, EDWARD L.
KELLER, JOSEPH].
KELLY, JOSEPH
KELLY, ROBERT
KEMPHUES, LOUIS J.
KESSING, HERMAN W.
KING, CHARLES E.
KING, CLARENCE
KING, JEREMIAH T.
KNIPPER, CHARLES J.
KNOLLMANN, HENRY A.
KRUSE, WILLIAM H.
KURL. HENRY H.
KUHLMAN, CHARLES F.
KOHLMAN, THOMAS R.
KYTE, JOHN A.
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LAGEMANN, CHARLES
LARKIN, JOHN J.
LA WLER, THOMAS
LEICK, MICHAEL
LOCKHORN,GEORGE
LOEBKER, ALBERT F.
LOHMANN, FRANCIS H.
MCCLOREY, JOHN A.
MCCLOSKEY, JAMES P.
McDoN ALD, J. ALOYSIUS
McDoN A LD, RICHARD C.
MCGRATH, FRANCIS W.
MCLAUGHLIN, GEORGE
McMECHAN, FRANCIS J. H.
McNAMARA, JOHN W.
MCSHANE, JAMES P.
MACKE, EDWARD J.
MAGUIRE, JOHN
MAGUIRE, JOSEPH C.
MAHER, MICHAEL J.
MARTIN, WILLIAM J.
MENGE, LAWRENCE E.
MEYER, BERNARD J.
MICHAEL, FREDERICK
MILLIGAN, BERNARD M.
MILLIGAN, J. FRANCIS
MITCHELL, RICHARD C.
MOLLERAN, JOSEPH
MONTER, ALOYSIUS C.
MOORE, WILLIAM J.
MORONEY, JEREMIAH A
MOUNTEL, HENRY F.
MULLANE, EDWARD O.
MURPHY, FRANCIS J.
MURPHY, JOHN J.
NEVILLE, JOHN R.
NODLER., RAYNOR P.
NOONAN, FRANCIS J.
NURRE, CHARLES J.
NURRE, HENRY A.
NUXOLL. HENRY
O'CALLAGHAN, JEREMIAH J.
O'CONNOR, LEONARD
O'DONNELL, JOSEPH A.
O'DOWD, JAMES M.
O'SHAUGHNESSY, VICTOR M.
ODENTHAL, LAWRENCE
aNGLEY, ALBERT HUGH
OVERMAN, ALPHONSE
PECK, WILLIAM J.
PrATT, E. DONN
PRICE, JAMES M.
RAGLA]';D, LOUIS G.
RATERMANN, BERNARD J.
RATTI~RMANN,FRANCIS L.
RECHTIN, HERMAN H.
REICHLING, LEO A.
REILLY, FRANCIS X.
RESOR, JAMES H.
REYNOLDS, HUBBARD
REYNOLDS, JOHN J.
RICE, CHARLE? A.
RIEGLER, ALBERT
ROELL, ALOYSIUS J.
ROHDE, ALOYSIUS H.
ROLFES, CHARLES
RONNEBAUM, J. BERNARD
RUSCHE, HENRY
RYAK, EDWARD A.
RYAN, JOSEPH J.
RYAN, RICHARD V.
SANTEN, JOSEPH A.
SCHLOCHTERMEYER, CARL F.
SCHMIDT, ALBERT A.
SCHMITZ, FRANCIS
SCHNIEDERS, JOHN H.
SCHOETTELKOTTE, HENRY J.
SCHROEDER, LAWRENCE B.
SCHUH, ANTHONY N.
SCHULTE, BERNARD J.
SCHULTZ, THOMAS 1.
SCHULTZE, CASPAR H.
SEBASTIA NI, ALOYSIUS J.
SEEBAUM, ROBERT
SHEA, JOHN A.
SHEA, JOSEPH ""V.
SIEDENBURG, FREDERICK W.
SPELLMIRE, EDWARD D.
SPELLMIRE, G. ALFRED.
SPELLMIRE,JOSEPH H.
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SPRENGARD, WILLIAM J.
STADERMANN, ALBERT L.
STEINFELDT, BERNARD J.
STEINKAMP, BERNARD F.
STUKENBORG, WILLIAM J.
SULLIVAN, FLORENCE A,
SUND, JOSEPH F.
SUNDERMAN, AUGUSTUS
SYMMES, A. CLEVES
TAPPEHORN, EMIL J.
TAYLOR, WILr.ARD J.
TEPE, JOHN H.
TERRILL, S. SMITH
TEVELUWE, WILLIAM A.
THEISSEN, AUGUSTINE D.
THEMANN, JOSEPH A.
TIEKEN, JOSEPH ~.
TIMBERMAN, LEO H.
TIMBERMAN, WILLIAM E.
TINLEY, JOHN H.
TRACY, FRANCIS M.
TRACY, JOSEPH P.
USHER, JOHN V.
VON HAGEL, GEORGE A.
W AGNER, AUGUSTUS E.
WARD, JAMES P.
WARD. JOHN W.
WEHAGE, OSCAR H.
WERDMANN, GEORGE H.
WERMES, FRANCIS J.
WESSELMAN, ALBERT.
(t WESTERMANN, EDWARD B.
WILKEMEYER, JOSEPH F.
WILLMES, EDWARD J.
WINNER, HENRY J.
WITTKAMP, THEODORE M.
\VOLKING, CHARLES F.
WULLNER, BERNARD ].
ZIMMERMAN, HENRY O.
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ACHTER, GEORGE H.
ACHTER, WILLIAM B.
AHLERS, WILLIAM F.
ANDERSON, CHARLES F.
ANDERSON, EDWARD P.
ANDERSON, JOHN J.
ARNOLDI, PETER J.
BACK, JOSEPH J.
BAILER, HENRY J.
BALDUS, SIMON A.
BAURICHTER, FREDERICK B.
BERENS, THEODORE M.
BIEDENHORN, EDWARD H.
BLAKELY, PAUL L.
BLAKELY, STEPHENS
BOHM, ALFRED
BOLGER, EDWIN D.
BORO, CHARLES A.
BRIGEL, EDWARD
BRILL, GEORGE E.
BROCKMANN, HUBERT F.
BUDDEKE, CHARLES J.
BUDDEKE, WILLIAM R.
BULLER, EDWARD J.
BUSSE, WILLIAM
CALLAHAN, MICHAEL J.
CARROLL, GEORGE D.
CARROLL, PATRICK J.
CASSELMANN, ANTHONY
CASSIDY, J. GUYTON
CASSIDY, PAUL
CLOUD, CHARLES H.
CLOUD, LOUIS J.
COLEMAN, MICHAEL E.
CONE, MARK
CONNAUGHTON, JOHN P.
CONNOLLY, GERALD].
CONRARD, JULIUS A.
COWEN, JOSEPH B.
COWEN, MICHAEL J,
DALEY, EUGENE ].
DAVEZAC, GABRIEL P.
DAVIS, EUGENE A.
DAVIS, HERBERT C.
DAY, LOUIS
DEASY, TIMOTHY J.
DEVANNEY, JOHN W.
DOERGER, HENRY J.
77
86
Excused
84-
H. 93
84-
75
99
96
82
95
76
78
86
87
85
86
87
84-
75
82
97
90
81
ST. XA VIER COLLEGE.
87
82
93
81
94
84
93
85
84
88
84
82
78
94
78
94
9°
90
8.S
88
84
79
80
77
88
85
87
94
93
9°
Excused
80
75
9°
75
76
75
92
9°
86
75
83
96
86
93
HOLLEN, STEPHEN R.
HONNINGFORT, EDWARD H.
HORNUNG, LOUIS L.
HURLEY,JAMES M.
HUSCHART, HOMER H.
KELLER, JOSEPH J.
KELLY, JOSEPH
KESSING, HERMAN W.
KING, CLARENCE
KNIPPER, CHARLES].
KRUSE, WILLIAM H.
KUHLMAN, CHARLES F.
LAGEMANN, CHARLES
LARKIN, JOHN J.
LA WLER, THOMAS
LEICK, MICHAEL
LOCKHORN,GEORGE
LOEBKER, ALBERT F.
LOHMANN, FRANCIS H.
MCCLOREY, JOHN A.
MCCLOSKEY, JAMES P.
MCCORMACK, WILLIAM P.
McDoNALD, J. ALOYSIUS
MCGRATH, FRANCIS W.
McMECHAN, FRANCIS J. H.
McNAMARA, JOHN W.
MCSHANE, JAMES P.
MACKE, EDWARD J.
MALONE, JOSEPH P.
MARTIN, WILLIAM J.
MENGE, LAWRENCE E.
MEYER, BERN ARD J.
MEYER, WERNER
MILLIGAN, BERNARD M.
MOLLERAN, JOSEPH
MONTER, ALOYSIUS C.
MOORE, WILLIAM J.
MOUNTEL, HENRY F.
MULLANE, EDWARD O.
NEVILLE, JOHN R.
NODLER, RAYNOR P.
NURRE, CHARLES J.
O'CALLAGHAN, JEREMIAH J.
O'DONNELL, JOSEPH A.
O'SHAUGHNE~SY,VICTORM.
88
96
79
86
78
9 I
9°
76
78
92
95
95
89
Excused
98
83
83
84
78
9°
87
9 1
83
82
88
85
86
87
86
81
DONNELLY, JOHN B.
DOYLE, JAMES 1.
DREYER, OSCAR J. B.
DRUCKER, CHARLES J.
DRURY, JOHN L.
DUWEL, FERDINAND
ENGBERSEN, JOSEPH
ENN"EK1NG, LAWRENCE F.
ESSELMAN, LOUIS B.
ESTER MAN, JOSEPH P.
ESTERMAN, LOUIS J.
FARRELL, WILLIAM G.
FELTEN, ALBERT G.
FETH, ALBERT G.
FISCHER, ALPHONSE L.
FLYNN, CORNELIUS F. X.
FLYNN, GEORGE F.
FLYNN, WILLIAM T.
Foss, EDWARD A.
Foss, FRANCIS X.
FRITSCH, JOSEPH L.
GALLAGHER, EDWARD P.
GANNON,TIMOTHY J.
GAU, JOSEPH F.
GERDES, EDWIN
GESEN, HENRY J.
GIESTING, EnwARD
GINDELE, HERMAN
GLANDORF, HENRY].
GLANVILLE, MARTIN ].
GOSIGER, FREDERICK A.
GROESCHEN, GEORGE].
GROLLIG, JOHN H.
GROTE, ALOYSIUS
HAAS, JACOB T.
. HAGERTY, JOHN
HALPIN, DE1-ns
HEBERGER, VALENTINE E.
HEHMAN, GERARD
. HENGEHOLD, LEO].
HERBERT, CHARLES J.
HERKING, WILLIAM H.
HERZOG, HERMAN J.
HICKEY, WILLIAM R.
HOFVMAN, EUGEN£ C.
ST. XAVIER COLLEGE.
. -'-'" _......•... __ .._----
99
()1
7.1
Exculictl
85
77
°3
89
::;()
97
76
84
84
91
9 1
75
86
81
80
76
75
95
85
98
SIEDENBURG, FREDERICK W. 92
SMITH, THOMAS A. 81
SPET~LMIRE, EDWARD D. 86
SPRLLMIRE, G. ALFRI£D 86
SPIU.LMIRE, JOS1£PH 11.
STACI£Y, F'RANCTS
STAlH£RMJ\NN, AT.BERT L.
STlJUBl~RS, JOSEPH
STUKICNBORG, WII.I.IAM .1.
SULI.lVAN, FLORl£NCI£ A.
SUND, JOSEPH I:.".
SYMMES, A. CLIWES
TAI'KE, FERIHNANI> ].
'fAYUm, WILLARD J.
TEPR, JOHN H.
Tn:VIr.LUWI£, WILLIAM A.
THI£ISSKN, AUGUSTINE D.
TIEKEN,jOSEPH A.
TIMBERMAN, LIto H.
TIMBERMAN, WILLIAM E.
TINLEY, JOT'IN H.
TRACY, JOSEPH P.
U SHER, JOHN V.
VON HAGEL, GEORGE A.
W AGNER, AUGUSTUS E.
Wlml)l\1ANN, GEORGE H.
WlmMES. 1''''RANC1S J.
WI£SSEI.MAN, ALBERT
W HITB:, ST ANI.ltY J.
WILLMKS, EDWARD J.
WITTKAMP, THEODORE M.
WULLNER, Bl£RNARD j.
ODENTHAL,LAWRENCE
OVERMAN, ALPHONSE
PECK, WILLIAM J.
PIATT, E. DONN
PRICE, JAMES M.
RAGI.AND, LOUIS G.
RATERMANN,BERNARnJ.
RATTERMANN, FRANCIS L.
RECHTIN, Ih:R,MAN II.
REICHLING, LTW A.
Rlt,ILLY, FH.ANCIS X.
REYNOLDS, JOHN J.
RICE, CHAR!.":S A.
ROELL, ALOYSIUS J.
ROHDE, ALOYSI US H.
ROLFES, CHARLES
ROTERT, WILLIAM F.
RYAN, RICHAIU) V.
SANTEN, JOSEPH A.
SCHLOCHTERMEYER, CARL 1'....
SCHOETTELKOTTE, HENRY J.
SCHROEDER, JOSEPH B. L.
SCHROEDER, LAWRENCE 13.
SCHULTE, BERNARD J.
SCHULTZ, AI~THUR 1'". X.
SCHULTZ, CHARLES T.
SCHULTZ, THOMAS 1.
SCHULTZE, CASPAR H.
SCOLA, VALENTINE N.
SEBASTIANI, ALOYSIUS].
SHEA, JOHN A.
SHEA, JOSEPH W.
100 ST, XAVIER COLLEGE.
Grand Opera House, 'June 29, 1892.
PROGRAM.
lC THE ETHICS OF SUCCESS."
PART 1.
Peasant Wedding ~arch,
Mixed Chorus
SALUTATORY,
PRINCIPLES,
THE HOME,
The May Bells and the Flowers,
Junior Chorus
THE STATE,
THE SCHOOL,
PART II.
Martial Hymn,
Senior Chorus
GOD IN NATURE-Poem,
FALSE VALUATIONS,
Spring Flowers,
Trio
PROFESSIONAL ERRORS,
CHRISTIAN ETHIcs-Valedictory,
{
I. Pilgrim Chorus,
Mixed Chorus
2. Anvil Chorus,
Scederman
Henry'J. Winner
Willz'am T. Bttl'ns
S. Smith Terrill
Mendelssohn
Francis M. Tracy
Edward A. Ryall
Carlo Gomes
(,,, Harrison Conrard
Otto Dieckmalzu
Whittemore
Charles F. Wolkilzg
Ed/iar A. Browlz
Verdi
Verdi
Conferring of Degrees a?ld Awardi?zg of Premiums.
Opening of Fall Term,
Monday, September 5th, 1892.

